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ABSTRACT
A method is needed to make a critical splice for a downhole tool in the petroleum
industry. The goal is to connect two wires, cover the connection with a protective coating,
and then assess the integrity of the finished splice. This project investigates how ultrasonic
welding and injection molding can be employed in making the splice. After equipment and a
process are designed, splices are produced and testing proceeds. Then an overall assessment
of the method is made: connecting the wires in manufacturing should be done by ultrasonic
welding and coating the wires using injection molding is a viable option. Further testing
should investigate the reliability and failure modes of the coating at high pressures and
temperatures along with how the coating method can be improved for quality assurance.
Using the system designed during this project and the information gleaned, the plastic
injection method should be compared with different methods, such as shrink-tubing, in order
to make a final decision on the best coating method to be optimized for employment in
manufacturing.
Thesis Supervisor: Kamal Youcef-Toumi
Title: Professor of Mechanical Engineering
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Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1 Thesis Content
This thesis consists of seven chapters. Chapter 1 introduces the project. Chapter 2
provides background information on the materials involved in the splice, ultrasonic welding
technology, and injection molding. Chapter 3 discusses the method employed to make the
splice and test it. Chapter 4 provides experimental results from testing splices under different
environmental conditions. Chapter 5 discusses and analyzes the results. Chapter 6 contains
conclusions about what has been learned from this feasibility project and recommends the
direction for future developments. Appendices follow.
1.2 The Problem
A splicing method must be devised for an application in the petroleum industry. The
problem is better understood by discussing the goal, application, and requirements of the
project.
1.2.1 The Goal
This project investigates how and if injection molding can be employed in making a
suitable splice. A splice consists of two wires connected together with a protective coating
over the connection. The goal for this project is to connect the wires, cover the connection
with a protective coating, and then test the integrity of the finished splice.
1.2.2 The Application
Splices are used in petroleum industry applications. Petroleum products, such as oil,
are extracted from the earth for society's demands, including powering automobiles and
generating electricity to light homes and businesses. North America alone consumes over 24
million barrels of crude oil per day'. It is believed that only one third of the world's oil
reserves have been tapped. Two thirds of our oil supply remains untouched but is difficult to
1PennWell Corporation. International Petroleum Encyclopedia. Tulsa: PennWell Corporation. 1999.
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locate and retrieve 2. This drives energy service companies to research and develop new
technologies and tools to help locate and extract these untapped petroleum reserves.
Schlumberger, Halliburton, and Baker Hughes are some of the main players in the oilfield
services market.
Schlumberger is in the research and development stage of designing a tool that will
aid in faster communication with downhole tools while drilling for oil. The company is
working to make it a manufacturable tool.
A splicing technique is a critical component for this tool. Two small wires of different
sizes must be connected and be able to withstand the harsh downhole environment that is
characterized by very high temperatures and pressures. The splice will be surrounded by a
potting material, but liquids may leak through the potting, so the splice should be hermetic.
The splices employed in this environment are critical.
1.2.3 The Requirements
A method must be developed for an unskilled operator to make a correct splice. The
final method and final splice must satisfy certain requirements in order to be employed in
manufacturing. The splice must meet geometric requirements by fitting into a small, curved
groove. Each splice must be inexpensive. The method must produce a splice quickly, in
addition to being independent of the operator's skill. Splices of consistent quality must be
produced, and the quality must be testable. Splices must be waterproof at all times, including
at high pressures and temperatures up to 20,000 psi and 3000F.
1.2.4 Focus of Thesis
The objective of this thesis is to evaluate methods of welding a wire connection and
developing a manual system to mold a coating over it. It is also of interest to identify ways to
test the integrity of the splice. The hypothesis states that:
"By developing the equipment and process to make a critical waterproof
splice, the splice will be ready for evaluation and the equipment ready for
optimization for manufacturing."
2 DuMond, Todd. Massachusetts Institute of Technology thesis: "The Feasibility of Using Viscometers and
Flowmeters in an Oilwell Environment." Cambridge, MA; June 2001.
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1.3 Prior Art
The work in this thesis builds upon past research and procedures. The need for a wire
connection covered by a protective coating has already been identified. A prototype exists
where the wires are connected with a "winding and soldering" method, then coated with a
heat-shrink-tubing. These methods will now be discussed, highlighting where improvements
are needed.
1.3.1 Connecting Wires with Winding and Soldering
Two wires of different sizes must be connected together (Figure 1). A "winding and
soldering" method has been considered to accomplish this (Figure 2). Such a method consists
of overlapping the ends of the two conductors, winding a small wire around the overlapping
section, and then soldering the connection in place.
Figure 1: Two different size wires must be connected together.
Figure 2: Two wires connected via the "winding and soldering" method
This method is commonly used in industry for small quantity applications. Though
"winding and soldering" is appropriate for small numbers of splices, it is expensive and
impractical for larger volume applications because of the time involved and the skill
required. Also, using solder is not desirable because it has a low melting temperature. Solder
11
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melts at approximately 430*F 3, whereas Teflon®4 FEP melts at approximately 500'F 5.
When heat is used to make the connection's Teflon over-coating, the solder can melt and
flow. Melted solder can damage the coating and compromise its ability to form a watertight
seal. A new type of wire connection is needed.
1.3.2 Insulating the Connection with Heat-Shrink-Tubing
The wire connection (Figure 2) must be protected with a coating. A heat-shrink-
tubing has been considered to accomplish this (Figure 3). This method consists of wrapping
Kapton* 6 tape, a high temperature tape, around the wires' insulation on either side of the
connection. A heat gun is then used to slowly shrink a clear plastic tube from one end of the
splice to the other. The tube consists of two types of plastic; the outside of the tube is made
of Teflon PTFE and the inside of the tube is Teflon FEP. The outer plastic shrinks when
heated and forces the inner plastic to melt and move towards the wire connection and
insulation. Since both the insulation and the inner plastic are Teflon FEP, they should bond
completely.
Figure 3. A heat-shrink-tube coating around a "wind and solder" wire connection, as used in
prototypes. (The clear tube the length of the splice is the shrink-tube, and the orange tape at
either end of the splice is the Kapton tape wound around that section of wire.)
As described, this method is not suitable for manufacturing downhole tools. Though
the cost of supplies for the shrink tube method is minimal, the time required of a skilled
operator makes this an expensive process. Skill sensitivity and reliability are issues when
shrinking the plastic. Uneven shrinking can result in inconsistencies such as bubbles, or
3 http://shorinternational.com/Solders.htm (June 2004)
4 Teflon is a registered trademark of DuPont. DuPont Corporate Information Center, Chestnut Run Plaza,
705/GS38, Wilmington, DE 19880-0705.
5 DuPont. Injection Molding Guide for Teflon FEP, Teflon PFA, Tefzel. p 4.
6 Kapton is a registered trademark of DuPont. DuPont Corporate Information Center, Chestnut Run Plaza,
705/GS38, Wilmington, DE 19880-0705.
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thinly covered areas that could later turn into bubbles. Bubbles can pop as pressure increases,
thus exposing the wire connection to the environment and creating a short circuit. Therefore,
a better coating method is now being sought.
1.3.3 Initial Dialog
A welding method, to connect the wires, and a molding method, to coat the
connection, was suggested. After reviewing various methods for connecting wires and
coating them, welding and coating were determined to be good options based on the current
understanding. They should be fully investigated to determine if such methods should be
employed in manufacturing the downhole tool currently under development.
1.4 Approach
The process for producing a hermetic splice is chosen to proceed as follows: First,
wires are welded together. Then, the connection is coated by placing and holding it in a
mold, followed by injecting molten plastic around it. The integrity of the finished splice can
be tested once it is cooled.
The approach for building the equipment and designing the precise procedure to
accomplish this splice is as follows: To develop the connection method, ultrasonic welding
research is done and a custom welder designed. The development of the coating method
begins with optimizing the cavity shape of the mold and proceeds to design and build the rest
of the injecting equipment. Experimenting with the system reveals appropriate operating
parameters. Finally, methods of testing the integrity of the splice are identified and show
whether an injection method can produce a hermetic splice.
1.5 Technical Issues
Technical issues arise concerning the wire connection, and involving the coating
equipment and parameters.
For the connection, requirements for geometry and robustness must be determined,
and then an ultrasonic welder must be customized to satisfy those requirements. Geometry
requirements include accomplishing a straight, compact weld with a small maximum cross
section. It must be robust and able to withstand high tensions and bending.
13
For coating, a design must be determined and equipment built, so that splices can be
tested. Coating development issues include determining the methods for applying tension to
the wire, heating plastic, and injecting plastic, along with designing the mold. The mold's
outer dimensions, the flow pattern for the plastic, and the material of the mold must be
determined. They must be designed to avoid contamination, incomplete coating of the splice,
and excess heat loss.
The settings of the coating system must be determined in addition to simply building
the system. The main settings arise as a temperature profile, tension setting, and pressure
profile. The temperature profile must avoid causing bubbles, hot spots, melted insulation, or
an unfilled cavity. A correct tension setting will assist in centering the wire in the cavity so
that the wire connection is completely coated. The pressure profile also influences the
centering of the wire.
14
Chapter 2: Background
This chapter provides an overview on key elements of the project. The materials used
to form a splice are discussed. Background on the connection method of ultrasonic welding
and the coating method of injection molding is then given.
2.1 The Materials
The splice materials consist of the wires that must be connected along with the plastic
injected around that connection (Figure 4).
Figure 4: Wires and Teflon pellets. This shows the two wires that will be connected and the
pellets that will be melted to coat the splice. The larger (20 AWG) wire is on the left and the
smaller (26 AWG) wire is on the right. The wire's insulation (white Teflon) is stripped off
the end of each wire so the conductors (visible where the insulation is stripped) are ready to
be connected.
2.1.1 The Wires
Two different size wires (Figure 4) meet at the connection. Here we discuss the
characteristics of each wire.
The larger of the two wires has a size designation of 20 American Wire Gauge (20
AWG). The wire's conductor consists of 19 silver coated copper strands, each 32 AWG in
size. All 19 strands are twisted together into a conductor with a diameter of 0.037 - 0.062
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inches. This conductor is insulated with a Teflon FEP NP-101 7 coating, resulting in the wire
having an outer diameter of 0.054 - 0.062 inches. (See Appendices A.1 and A.2.)
The smaller wire is 26 AWG. Its conductor consists of 19 strands of silver coated
copper, each of which is 38 AWG (0.004 inches in diameter). The strands form a conductor
with a diameter of 0.019 inches. Again, the conductor is insulated with a Teflon FEP NP-101
coating. The outer diameter of this wire, including insulation, is 0.035 - 0.043 inches. The
pull strength of the conductor is 7.88 lbs (see Appendix C.4) and the voltage rating of the
wire is 600 volts. Though a 19 strand wire is electrically optimal for use in the downhole
tool, a similar 26 AWG wire with only 7 strands is available as an option. (See Appendix
A.1)
Because the 26 AWG wire is the smaller of the two wires, its ratings (e.g. pull
strength and maximum allowable voltage) are the limiting ratings of the full connection
(when the two wires are connected). Also, regarding the pull strength, it should be noted that
the pull strength of copper changes with temperature. This correlation with temperature is
examined later in section 5.1.
2.1.2 Injected Plastic
The plastic injected around the connection (Figure 4) is Teflon FEP 100, supplied by
the DuPont company. (See Appendices A.3, A.4, and A.5 for information on the Teflon
pellets.) Quantitative properties of this polymer are as follows:
Upper Service Temperature9  390OF
Nominal Melting Point 0  491-51 00F
Teflon FEP is a thermoplastic", meaning that once it is formed it can be heated and reformed
over and over again. It is a good insulator and can be used at high temperatures; in addition,
it has high melt strength and stability at recommended processing temperatures. It has
chemical inertness to nearly all industrial chemicals and solvents. It is valued for its
toughness, flexibility, negligible moisture absorption, weather resistance, and performance at
7 Quirk Wire Co. Route 9, P.O. Box 1180, West Brookfield, MA 01585.
8 Geophysical Supply Co. 12021 Britmoore Park Dr, Houston, TX 77041. (713) 666-4100
9 DuPont. Product Information: Teflon FEP 100-J, Fluoropolymer resin, Extrusion and Molding Resin. p 2.
10 DuPont. Product Information: Teflon FEP 1 00-J, Fluoropolymer resin, Extrusion and Molding Resin. p 2.
" DuPont. Product Information: Teflon FEP 1 00-J, Fluoropolymer resin, Extrusion and Molding Resin. p 1.
12 Plastics Resource. Plastics 101: Plastics-The Basics. www.PlasticsResource.com
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extreme temperatures. Molded products have moderate stiffness and high ultimate
elongation. Teflon FEP 100 is often selected for products made by injection molding because
it offers high available flow rates' 3 (Figure 5). Compared with other types of Teflon FEP,
Teflon FEP 100 has a higher flow rate and the best balance between end-product
performance and ease of processing.
Figure 514. Flow Rates of Teflon versus Temperature. This shows the increase in flow rate of
Teflon FEP 100 with thermal exposure.
3 DuPont. Product Information: Teflon FEP 100-J, Fluoropolymer resin, Extrusion and Molding Resin. p 1.
14 DuPont. Injection Molding Guide for Teflon FEP, Teflon PFA, Tefzel. pp 5,6.
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Concerns with Teflon do exist, but can be alleviated when care is taken. Storage
conditions should be designed to avoid airborne contamination and formation of water
condensation on the resin. Also, molten Teflon resins are corrosive to many metals.
Therefore, special corrosion-resistant materials must be used for all equipment that comes
into contact with the melt. Nickel-based alloys such as Hastelloy* ", Inconel®, Monel* 16,
Xaloy® 17,18 and Duranickel 19,20 are the materials of choice. Additionally, adequate
ventilation of the workspace is necessary due to vapors and fumes liberated during hot
21processing.
In addition to Teflon's many desirable characteristics, Teflon FEP was selected
because Teflon FEP is also used in the wires' insulation. It was therefore expected to be
optimal for achieving full bonding and creating a hermetic seal. Teflon FEP 100 is a general-
purpose resin available in translucent, 2.5mm pellets.22 (Teflon FEP 100 is also available in a
powdered form, "fluff," designated Teflon FEP TE 9050.)
2.2 Ultrasonic Welding Connects Wires
Ultrasonic welding (Figure 6) is chosen to connect the wires (Figure 7). In ultrasonic
welding, the exposed ends of the wires (conductors) are first overlapped (for a length of
approximately 0.19 inches, see Appendix C.1) and clamped together. One of the conductors
is vibrated at an ultrasonic frequency. Oxides are dispersed by the scrubbing action between
the two conductors, the molecules of the two conductors vibrate into one another's lattices,
the conductor's materials commingle, and a pure metallurgical bond forms.
This process is accomplished with an ultrasonic welding machine (Figure 6, 8).
Overlapped wires are placed onto the flat platform created by the sonotrode. The parts of
15 Hastelloy is a registered trademark of Haynes International, Inc. 1020 W. Park Avenue, Kokomo, IN 46901.
www.haynesintl.com (May 2004).
16 Inconel and Monel are registered trademarks of Special Metals Corporation. Huntington, West Virginia.
www.specialmetals.com (January 2005).
17 Xaloy is a registered trademark of Xaloy, Inc. 3 Terminal Road, New Brunswick, NJ 08903. www.xaloy.com
(January 2005).
18 DuPont. Teflon FEP 100 Fluorocarbon Resin: Technical Information. p 2.
19 Duranickel is a registered trademark of International Nickel Company, P.O. Box 1958, Huntington, WV
25720.
2 DuPont. Injection Molding Guide for Teflon FEP, Teflon PFA, Tefzel. p 7.
21 DuPont. Product Information: Teflon FEP 00-J, Fluoropolymer resin, Extrusion and Molding Resin. p 1.
2 DuPont. Product Information: Teflon FEP 1 00-J, Fluoropolymer resin, Extrusion and Molding Resin. p 1.
2 Personal Communication: Shane Beam, Application Engineer. Stapla Ultrasonics Corporation; Wilmington,
MA; May 2005.
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Figure 6. An ultrasonic welder Figure 7. Two wires connected by
will connect the two wires being ultrasonic welding.
held in place by the operator.
Interest, while welding (Figure 8b), include a vertical anvil that moves downward to force the
upper conductor down onto the lower conductor. A horizontal anvil also pushes the
conductors sideways against a stationary wall to secure them in place. Moderate pressure is
applied during the joining process to maintain intimate contact between the parts (the
pressure does not cause significant deformation in the weld zone-seldom more than
1 0%).The sonotrode (Figure 8b) then oscillates horizontally. This arises from ultrasonic
energy being produced through a transducer, which converts high frequency electrical
vibrations to mechanical vibrations of the same frequency (20,000 Hz). Mechanical
vibrations are transmitted through a coupling system to the welding tip and the work pieces.
The tip vibrates laterally, essentially parallel to the weld interface, while the static force is
applied perpendicular to the interface. The surface of the sonotrode in contact with the lower
conductor is rough and therefore grips the bottom conductor. The sonotrode's energy
transfers to the lower conductor, which then vibrates across the surface of the upper
conductor until the metals commingle and the weld is complete. No significant heating is
involved; the maximum temperature at the interface is usually in the range of 35-50% of the
19
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Figure 8a . Key aspects of the ultrasonic welder.
Figure 8b 2. Parts involved in welding. The
Anvils hold and clamp the wires in place. The
S....sonotrode oscillates (along the length of the wires)
and transmits vibrations to the welding tip and
wires.
Sonotrode
absolute melting point of the metal.26 The clamping and welding process occurs in less than
three seconds.
The machine operates according to the profile that is set and selected on the welder's
controller. The welding profile includes specified weld-time, energy, and width of the weld
nugget, as well as pre- and post-weld heights. If the weld is not within the allowable range
set for each of these parameters an alarm will sound.
24 Stapla Ultrasonics, Manual: Ultrasonic Welder-Alfa Automatic, 2004, pp 15, 27.
25 Stapla Ultrasonics, Manual: Ultrasonic Welder-Alfa Automatic, 2004, pp 15, 27.
26 Janet Devine. Metals Handbook Ninth Edition, Volume 6 Welding , Brazing, and Soldering. "Ultrasonic
Welding" pg746. American Society For Metals, Ohio, 1983.
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Several companies make ultrasonic welders for welding metals and plastics. Suppliers
were researched and visited to choose the best supplier for the application. The two
companies of most interest produced similar products and welds. Stapla Ultrasonics2 was
selected based on service quality and technical expertise, including their ability to detect
missing strands and to offer suggestions for customizations appropriate for this application.
(Missing strands are detected using an internal height sensor that measures pre-compaction
height prior to welding, and then measures the final compaction height after welding.) (See
Appendices B. 1 and B.2 for more information on the ultrasonic welder.)
2.3 Coating the Connection using Plastic Injection
Molding a coating (Figure 9) consists of melting plastic and injecting it into a mold
around the wire connection. It is possible to injection-mold Teflon in ram-type equipment or
in machinery with a reciprocating screw 28. Examples of each method were researched and
observed in use. Taking quantity and cost considerations into account, ram-type equipment
was chosen as the best method for this prototype.
Figure 9: A molded coating around an ultrasonically welded wire connection. (This
photograph was taken of a sample made later on into this project.)
2.3.1 Ram Injection
Ram injection is the simpler method of injecting. The ram method involves pushing a
plunger through a tube full of plastic and injecting it out into the mold. It has been suggested
that this simple method is best designed by trial and error. There is little written information
available beyond this; however a simple injecting unit for occasional repairs of nicked
insulation is available, which provides a good starting point to begin design. The insulation
27 STAPLA Ultrasonics Corporation, 375 Ballardvale Street, Wilmington, MA 01887.
www.staplaultrasonics.com (January 2005)
28 DuPont. Injection Molding Guide for Teflon FEP, Teflon PFA, Tefzel. p 7.
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repair machine demonstrates that a simple injection machine is capable of melting and
injecting Teflon.
Positive features of the ram method of injection include design simplicity resulting in
lower cost and quicker prototyping than for screw injection. Negative aspects to overcome
include little available design literature, as well as concern about the uniformity of the melt
and consistency of quality from shot to shot. Initial concerns with the ram method were
allayed because the method was able to deliver molten Teflon in the SCD machine. Ram
machinery was chosen over screw injection because it is the most suitable for the low volume
runs in this prototype and testing phase.
2.3.2 Applying aspects of Screw Injection to a Ram Injection Process
Understanding screw injection is still useful for designing a ram injection unit. Screw
injection is the primary method of forming thermoplastics, particularly in large quantities. In
this process, plastic material is loaded into a hopper. The plastic then proceeds into a heated
injection unit. A reciprocating screw moves the plastic along the length of a heating cylinder,
where the material is melted to a homogenized fluid state. When the softened plastic reaches
the end of the chamber, it is forced at high pressures through a nozzle and into a mold. As
soon as the material solidifies, the mold opens, and the press ejects the formed plastic.29
An abundance of literature discusses designing optimized screw injection units for
various applications. DuPont provides information on the optimized screw injection design
for Teflon FEP in their injection molding guide for Teflon. Specific geometry is
recommended for the screw and cylinder, as well as machine materials, temperature ranges
from 600'F to 700'F along the length of the cylinder, and "troubleshooting" help.
Though not applicable for this prototype, screw injection is recommended by Teflon's
manufacturer because it produces a thoroughly plasticated, uniform melt as well as a more
efficient transmission of pressure to the molten resin flowing into the mold. Other positive
aspects include less resin hold-time and higher possible melt temperatures, with less thermal
degradation.3 0 Having design standards set and available, the uniformity of the melt, and
control over the general process are also desirable characteristics of screw injection.
29 Thomas Regional Industrial Buying Guides Newsletter. "A Primer on Plastics Processing."
www.ThomasRegional.com/newsletter.com (September 2004)
3 DuPont. Injection Molding Guide for Teflon FEP, Teflon PFA, Tefzel. pp 7-9, 16.
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However, purchasing an injection molding machine is very costly, making it inappropriate
for low volume production. Other negative aspects of screw injection, resulting from the
complicated design, include: the difficulty to machine parts which affects the ease, time, and
cost to obtain them while prototyping, as well as the lack of ease in experimenting, cleaning,
modifying, and repairing.
Literature primarily geared towards screw injection is still useful. Guidelines for
screw injection can be adapted. Recommended screw machinery materials that prevent
corrosion are applicable to ram materials as well. Also, recommended temperatures and
pressures for screw injection can be interpreted as maximum temperatures and pressures for
ram injection (a process that typically uses lower pressures and temperatures than screw
injection). DuPont's injection molding guide includes applicable information such as the fact
that degeneration of the plastic is both time and temperature dependent. The injection
molding process, particularly screw injection though applicable to all methods of injection, is
ideally suited to manufacturing mass produced parts of complex shapes requiring precise
dimensions3 1. The steps in the injection molding cycle highlight the many steps and
components of any injecting machine.
The Injection Molding Cycle:32
1. The mold clamps close.
2. The polymer is injected into the mold cavity.
3. A holding pressure is maintained to compensate for material shrinkage.
4. The screw turns, feeding the next shot to the front of the screw; this causes
the screw to retract as the next shot is prepared.
5. Once the part is sufficiently cool, the mold opens and the part is ejected.
The main components of an injection molding machine are the plasticating unit, the
clamp, and the mold. The purpose of these components is best seen by noting their roles in a
screw injection molding cycle. The major tasks of the plasticating unit are to melt the
polymer, allow the melt to accumulate in the screw chamber, eject the melt into the cavity,
and maintain the holding pressure during cooling. Elements of the plasticating extruder,
3 Osswald, Tim A. Polymer processing fundamentals. Cincinnati: Hanser/Gardner Publications, 1998. p 117.
3 Osswald, Tim A. Polymer processing fundamentals. Cincinnati: Hanser/Gardner Publications, 1998. p 118.
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applicable to ram injection, include: the hopper, screw (or ram), and heater bands. The task
of the clamping unit in an injection molding machine is to open and close the mold at the
beginning of each cycle, and to clamp the mold tightly to avoid flash during filling and
holding. There are predominantly two types of clamping methods, mechanical and hydraulic.
The mold distributes the polymer melt into and through the cavities, shapes the part, cools
the melt, and ejects the finished product. Important elements of the mold include: the sprue
(hole through which molten material is channeled into the mold) and runners (connect sprue
to mold cavities33 ), gate, the mold cavity, the cooling system, and the ejector system.3 4
2.3.3 Obtaining details on Ram Injection through Observation and Experimentation
As mentioned previously, there is a machine (the "SCD Machine") employing ram
injection (Figure 10). The machine was handmade many years previously and design and
procedural documentation no longer exist. But by observing and experimenting with the SCD
machine, it contributes to beginning my own design.
Tension system
Hydraulic ram
injects plastic
Mold insert (wire
connection is inside)
Figure 10. The "SCD Machine," an example of ram injection with Teflon.
33 http://www.what-is-iniection-molding.com/Default.aspx?tabid=40 (January 2005).
34 Osswald, Tim A. Polymer processing fundamentals. Cincinnati: Hanser/Gardner Publications, 1998. pp 126-
28.
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Figure 11. A "mold insert" used in the SCD machine. Custom mold inserts, that fit in the
SCD machine, assist in the development of an optimal cavity profile (designating the
coating's shape). (See Appendix B.4 for part drawings of mold inserts designed for this
project.)
Studying the geometry and process is useful in understanding the main components of
a ram injection unit and important issues, such as the significance of applying tension when
heating the area around a wire. Mold inserts (Figure 11, Appendix B.4), that fit into the SCD
machine, were designed with the shape of the inside "trough" modified to accommodate the
two different size wires involved in this project. (The "trough" refers to the indentation
running along the length of a mold insert, for the purpose of holding the wires in place.)
Designing custom mold inserts allowed the cavity shape (the widened section of the trough
which designates the plastic coating's shape) to be optimized for use in the thesis project's
machine simultaneously with the development of the heating and injection components of
this new machine.
2.4 Chapter Summary
Chapter 2 has given an overview of the project. The primary materials (wire and
Teflon), have been discussed. An introduction to ultrasonic welding has been provided. And
finally, background research and decisions on injection molding have been presented to
illustrate where the design of a ram injection unit begins. Chapter 3 will proceed to illustrate
how the designed splicing system is used.
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Chapter 3: Method
Chapter 3 discusses the method of fabricating and testing splices. Splices are made by
first welding a wire connection with an ultrasonic welder. Then, the connection is coated by
applying tension to the wire, applying a pressure cycle to Teflon pellets, and applying a
heating the cycle to the system. The wire connections are tested in Tension Tests and Bend
Tests. The coated splices are tested with Water Tests, Spark Tests, and Pressure-Temperature
Well Tests.
3.1 Making Splices
An overview of the final splicing process will be presented along with the
corresponding components. Then, the two steps of the process, welding a connection
followed by coating it, will be discussed in more detail.
3.1.1 Overview of Splicing
Mold and Pressurizing
Heating components components
/
Ultrasonic
welder
Tension
component
Figure 12. The main components involved in splicing: the welder, mold,
tension components, pressurizing components, and heating components.
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Splicing Equipment:
Splicing is accomplished using several main components (Figure 12):
1. The welder
2. The mold
3. The tension components
4. The pressurizing components
5. The heating components
Figure 13 should be consulted for a full list of parts involved in the splicing process.
Parts list of Splicing Equipment:
FINAL EQUIPMENT COMPONENT CATEGORY
Materials:
Wires (20 and 26 AWG) Materials
Teflon Pellets Materials
Connecting Wires:
Ultrasonic Welder Welder
Coating:
Monel Mold (top) Mold
Monel Mold (bottom) Mold
Monel Tube Pressure component
Monel Plunger Pressure component
Cylinder Platform Pressure component
Block Supports Pressure, tension, mold
components
Insulator Support Mold
Controller Heating components
Cable Heater Heating components
Cartridge Heaters (2 plugs w/ 4 heaters ea.) Heating components
Thermocouples ("rod tipped") Heating components
Thermocouples ("wire tipped") Heating components
Air Filter Heating component
Double-Acting Pneumatic Cylinder Pressure components
Wire Clamps Tension components
Weight Hanger & Weights Tension components
Figure 13. Parts primarily fall into five component categories: the welder, mold, tension,
pressure and heating components or are materials that make up the splice itself. (See
Appendix B.4 for part drawings and Appendices B.5 and B.6 for information on the design of
the mold.)
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Using the Equipment:
The splicing process (Figures 14 and 15) is carried out in the following steps:
1. Connect the wires with the ultrasonic welder
2. Coat the connection with the plastic injection system
a. Place the wire in the mold
b. Apply tension to the wires
c. Melt the plastic
d. Apply pressure and inject the plastic
e. Cool
3. Remove the splice and prepare for the next cycle
Figure 15 should be consulted for full step-by-step instructions on the splicing process.
2a. Place the wire
in the mold 2c. Melt the plastic 2e. Cool System 3. Remove wire and
I prepare for next cycle
2b. Apply 2d. Apply pressure
Tension and inject plastic 1. Connect wires
into the mold
Figure 14. The splicing processes' steps and the corresponding location for each.
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Steps of the Splicing Process
Step Summary If... Then...
1 Prepare connection Beginning Strip ends and weld wires
(large wire on bottom, "Splice 1" setting)
2 Wipe wire with towel if dust very visible
3 Prepare for heating Use back clamp to align splice in cavity
4 Straighten splice or wire if very off center
5 Fan on
6 Check that thermocouples are in place
7 Pressure: 20 psi
8 Tension: 2.5 lbs
9 Begin heating Heat change: ( --- , 200, 200) *F *
Heat change: (200, --- , --- ) *F
10 Preheat {B** or T**}> 175 F Heat change: (---, 300, 300) *F
Heat change: (300, --- , --- )F
11 {B or T} > 275 F Heat change: (450, 450, ) *F
Pressure: 25 psi
12 Melt plastic B > 425 F Heat change: (500, 500, -) F
13 {Coil** or B} > 490 F Heat change: (520, --- , ) *F
14 -IF- settles at {Coil & B} < Heat change: (---, 510, --- ) OF
500 & not injecting
15 Inject plastic Begins to inject Pressure: 30 psi
&/or {Coil & B} > 504 F
16 Cool Melted plastic visible Heat off
Pressure: 15 psi (range: 10-19 psi)
17 -IF- pressure begins to drop Turn up to 15 psi (10-19 psi range)
(Do not let drop below 10 psi!)
18 Remove splice {B & T} < 375 F Tension off
Unscrew clamping screws, open mold
19 Cut out splice & remove
20 Prepare for next cycle Cut out excess plastic & remove
21 If any plastic residue, use scraper to
loosen it
22 Wipe cavity with paper towel & replace
top mold
23 Remove plunger from tube (-40psi;
begin with 300*F, increase by 500 F's,
with a max of 500*F until comes out)
* NOTE: ( #, # ) refers to changing the settings to the (Coil Heater Zone, Bottom Heater Zone,
and/or Top Heater Zone); "---" indicates that no change of setting is necessary in that step
** NOTE: "B," "T," and "Coil" refer to the actual temperatures of the Bottom Heater Zone, Top
Heater Zone, and Coil (or "tube") Heater Zone respectively
Figure 15. Step-by-step instructions for an operator to complete the splicing process.
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3.1.2 Connecting the Wires
To begin the splicing process the wires' ends should be striped longer than 0.315
inches, with thermal wire strippers. Next, each stripped section is cut down to a length of
0.315 inches (+/-0.010 inches). (Special attention should be given so that the stripped section
is not too long. This will prevent the creation of a "fringe" of misaligned wire tips, at the end
of the weld, and prevent the risk of wire later protruding beyond the molded coating).
The ultrasonic welder, using the "Splice 1" setting, connects the two wires.
Overlapped wires are placed (Figure 16) on the platform created by the sonotrode (Figure 8).
The larger of the two wires is kept on the bottom to prevent over-welding. The foot pedal is
used to actuate the welder. If no alarm sounds after the short welding process, the connection
is complete (Figure 17). If the alarm sounds, the operator should redo the weld. If the alarm
begins to sound more often than usual, recalibrate the weld-height (see Appendix B.3 for
calibration instructions, as well as Appendices B. 1 and B.2 for welder specifications and
customizations).
Figure 16. An ultrasonic welder will connect the
two wires being held in place by the operator.
The larger wire is placed on the bottom to
prevent over-welding.
Figure 17. A wire connection done by
an ultrasonic welder.
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3.1.3 Coating the Connection
After the connection is made, it is placed in the mold to be coated. The wire is held in
tension, and pressure and temperature cycles run to facilitate coating the wire connection.
(See Appendices C.1, C.2, and C.3 for drawings of the splice and information on the
development of the coating process.)
Applying Tension to the Wires:
After the wires are welded together, any significant amount of dust or particles that
have collected on them should be wiped off with a dry paper towel. The connection and
surrounding wires are then placed in the mold (Figure 18), noting that the "troughs" on each
side of the mold's cavity are sized to correspond with the two different gauge wires.
The welded section should be centered in the mold cavity (the tension method secures
it horizontally). The wire connection should be straightened by hand if it appears bent or off-
center in the mold's cavity.
Holes for
clamping
screws
Wire sitting
in "trough"
Gate (provides path
for excess Teflon)
Mold cavity
Figure 18. The connected wire is in the mold. The wires (white) are resting in the
mold's troughs. The wire connection is centered over the cavity (widest section of
the trough). After the cavity is filled, the gate provides a path for the excess
Teflon.
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Tension for alignment is applied using the "rear" clamp and weights (Figure 19). The
"front" clamp is useful to temporarily aid in alignment. Foam or rubber pieces should always
be placed between the clamp and the wire to distribute the clamping force and to prevent
wire damage. Weights apply tension during the heating process to prevent off-centering of
the wire connection in the mold cavity. (If insufficient tension is provided, the wire
connection will be pushed to one side of the mold cavity by the Teflon melt. If the
connection remains off-center in the cavity, the wire may not be fully coated on all sides, and
thus the splice may not be properly insulated.) To apply the tension, weights are placed on a
weight hanger, which hooks into a loop on the end of the smaller wire. (Note that the weight
hanger and small aluminum piece around the hanger's rod weigh 0.50 lbs; thus for the
desired total applied weight of 2.5 lbs, a 2 lb metal weight should be put onto the 0.5 lb
weight hanger.)
Tension is applied before, during, and after heating to contribute to radial centering.
The smallest wire is rated to withstand approximately 6 lbs of weight at room temperature.
Note that the wire can withstand higher weights at room temperature than at elevated
temperatures (Figure 29 and 30).
"Front" clamp
afn) or temporary
clamp lignment use
clamp
Weight to
apply tension
Figure 19. The tension system. The "rear" clamp is the main clamp that holds the
larger (20 AWG) wire. The "front" clamp is temporarily used for alignment. The
weights apply tension and allow for adjustment of the force applied to the wire.
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Once the wire connection is aligned, the top piece of the mold is closed and screwed
down onto the bottom piece of the mold (Figure 18). With the wire secured, the connection is
prepared for the coating process. The mold is now ready to be heated and to have the molten
plastic injected into the back of the mold, then up into the mold cavity. Once the mold is
filled, excess plastic will flow out through the gate. The operator knows the cavity is
sufficiently filled with plastic and is coating the connection when plastic becomes visible in
the gate (Figure 18).
Applying Pressure to the Plastic:
Pressure is applied to the Teflon with a pneumatic cylinder. The double acting
cylinder allows the plunger to push the Teflon from the heating tube into the mold during
injection, as well as to retract afterwards. Two air valves are used to actuate the cylinder, and
the gauge displays the pressure in the cylinder (as specified in the process steps in Figure 15).
Air input to regulator Pressure gauge
Plastic
injected into
bottom mold
Heater tube
Plunger
Double acting cylinder Air valves actuate cylinder
Figure 20. Pressure is applied to the Teflon pellets in the heater tube. The
operator uses the valves and pressure gauge to actuate a double acting pneumatic
cylinder. The cylinder pushes the plunger, which in turn applies pressure to the
Teflon in the heating tube and eventually injects melted Teflon into the mold.
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A pressure profile (Figures 21 and 15) corresponds to the temperature profile of the
injecting unit. A pre-pressure (of 20 psi) is first applied to the cold system. As the Teflon
begins to melt, the pressure is increased (to 25 psi). Once the plunger begins to move the
Teflon towards the mold, the highest pressure in the cycle (30 psi) is briefly applied until the
cavity is filled and melted plastic is visible at the gate. The heat is immediately turned off and
a low post-pressure (15 psi) is maintained during cooling.
Each part of the pressure profile has a purpose. A pre-pressure is employed to make
the process less skill sensitive. By applying a moderate pressure at the beginning, any
operator delay or error later on in the process (i.e. at times of crucial temperature monitoring
when demands on the operator are highest), is less likely to significantly affect the quality of
the final splice. The lowest pressure possible that will still move the melt is desired. The
profile steps up to higher pressures rather than going there directly. Over-pressurizing can
push the wire connection against one of the cavity walls (Figure 22). To prevent gross off-
centering of the splice, pressure should never exceed 30 psi with the current process. (It
should be noted that higher pressures require higher tensions to achieve the same centering of
the splice.) If pressure is not maintained during cooling, air bubbles may form in the cavity.
inject(30)
(25)
pre-pressure (20)
pressurize solidifying
plastic (15)
preheat
cool
Time
Figure 21. Pressure and Temperature Profiles.
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(However, note that if bubbles exist in a splice, they may also be caused by overheating of
the Teflon.) The plunger should be removed from the tube after the melt re-solidifies but
while the tube is still warm; re-warming of the heater around the tube is often required.
Heating:
Heating is accomplished by setting the controller (Figure 23a) which directs three
heating zones (Figure 23b). These zones are: the Top Mold Zone (consisting of the four
cartridge heaters in the top half of the mold), the Bottom Mold Zone (consisting of the four
cartridge heaters in the bottom half of the mold), and the Tube Zone (consisting of the coil
heater around the heating tube, as seen in Figure 20). Thermocouples (Figure 23b) in each
zone allow the controller to regulate the temperatures according to the settings entered by the
operator. (Note that having the controller's thermocouples for the top and bottom heater
zones in the mold itself, rather than directly on the heaters, make the system more
controllable.)
Figure 22. If the pressure is too high, significant off centering can occur and the
coating will be of insufficient thickness to insulate the splice.
The heating profile (Figures 21 and 15) consists of: preheating the Teflon pellets,
melting them, and then cooling the system. The heating profile works in conjunction with the
pressure profile (Figures 21 and 15). Preheating (heating below the "upper service
temperature" of 390'F) eliminates humidity while the pre-pressure is applied to the pellets.
The Teflon is then melted (between 491'F and 509'F) and applied pressure forces it into the
mold and around the wire connection. As soon as the cavity is filled and melted Teflon is
visible in the gate, all heat is shut off and the Teflon coating solidifies around the connection.
After the splice is taken out of the mold, the plunger is removed. This usually requires
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Controls:
Top Zone
- Bottom Zone
- Tube (or Coil) Zone
Heaters:
Tube (or Coil) Zone
Top Mold Zone -
Bottom Mold Zone
Thermocouples:
Tube Zone
Top Mold Zone
Bottom Mold Zone
Figures 23a and 23b. The controller (23a) as well as the heater zones with their heaters
and thermocouples (23b).
reheating the Tube Zone to between 300'F and 500*F, in order to soften the Teflon but not to
melt or degrade it.
The heating profile (as specified in Figure 15) aims to quickly coat the splice while
keeping the Teflon-melt's temperature as low as possible. The heating profile was
determined from a combination of experiments done around the known "upper service
temperature" (390'F) and the melting range (491'F - 509'F) of Teflon. Keeping the melt at
the lowest temperature possible, without re-solidifying and trapping air pockets, is desired to
preserve the integrity of the wires' insulation. The insulation will bubble if it gets too hot for
too long. Having both plastics (the Teflon pellets and the wire insulation) composed of
Teflon FEP, aims at obtaining complete bonding between the two; while the slightly different
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melting characteristics of the two different FEPs allow heating of the Teflon pellets without
damaging the wire insulation.
Note that bubbles will appear when temperatures are either too high or too low.
Though such bubbles look similar, they stem from very different issues. If the melt is too
cold, escaping air during pressurizing is trapped. If the melt is too hot, gas pockets form and
cause the coating or wires' insulation to be damaged (Figure 24). Hotspots, as opposed to
trapped air, can be detected by observing that the bubbles are localized near heaters.
Figure 24. Gas bubbles form if the melt is too hot (example: hot temperatures
cause insulation damage and bubbles in the cavity).
Desired temperatures are maintained by controlling the three heating zones separately
and managing overshoot. The plastic in the heater tube (Figure 20) is heated thoroughly,
while the bottom mold is set to be slightly cooler, and the top mold is set cooler still. This
helps achieve a balance between melting the plastic pellets sufficiently to flow and not
trapping bubbles or damaging the wires' insulation with heat. The steps of the heating profile
have also been designed to manage temperature overshoot. The heat is elevated in steps to
prevent unacceptable amounts of overshoot. The heating profile is designed to leave room for
expected overshoot while still meeting basic heating objectives. An example of this is evident
in the preheat setting of 300'F, when 392'F is actually the maximum allowable preheat
temperature.
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After the heating settings have been carried out, the mold temperature cools to under
375*F and the mold is opened. The splice (Figure 25) is cut out; here a razor blade is useful.
Excess plastic is also removed, using a plastic scraper as necessary, and the mold is wiped
with a paper towel. Finally the top half of the mold is replaced to keep the mold clean.
(Additionally, the plunger may also be examined periodically for plastic buildup when the
plunger is still slightly warm. Any thin film of buildup may be scraped off effectively using
one's fingernail.) After the plunger is removed from the heating tube, the equipment is ready
for the next cycle.
Figure 25. A finished splice (the smaller wire, 26 AWG, is shown on the left and the larger
wire, 20 AWG, is shown on the right).
3.2 Testing Splices
Splices are tested. First welded connections are tested with tension and bend tests for
robustness. Coated splices are then tested for insulative properties at both ambient and
downhole temperatures and pressures. Coatings are investigated with Water Tests, Spark
Tests, and Temperature-Pressure Well Tests.
3.2.1 Testing Welded Connections:
Tension Tests
Welded connections undergo a tension, or "pull," test to determine the force they will
fail at when put in tension at room temperature. Also, any unexpected break of the wire at
elevated temperatures during the coating process is recorded.
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Bend Tests:
Some bending can occur with handling of the splice during the welding and coating
processes. Bend Tests investigated if bending the welds during would weaken the
connection. If bending was found to cause adverse affects, special handling in manufacturing
could be specified.
Welded connections are flexed in "Bend Tests." Each "flex" consists of taking a
straight connection (at position 0 degrees), then bending it +90 degrees and -90 degrees from
its original position. The bends center at the weakest part of the connection, where the
smaller (26 AWG) of the two wires transitions into the weld. Each flex takes approximately 2
seconds to complete. After a given number of flexes (0, 1, 2, 3, or 4), connections undergo
pull tests.
3.2.2 Testing Coated Splices
Water Tests:
"Water Tests" investigate the integrity of the insulative coatings in fluid at ambient
temperatures and pressures, during the prototyping process. In a Water Test, the splice is
submerged in a water bath (in a metal tub), while the loose ends of the wire are kept out of
the water. A megohmmeter applies 500 Volts across one of the wire ends to the metal tub
holding the water. Thus, a reading of "OL," or overload, implies that the resistance between
the wire and the water is very high (greater than 4.9 GO). High resistance is desired and with
the "OL" reading the splice passes the Water Test. If significantly lower resistance is
detected, this means the coating is not properly insulating the conductor.
Water Tests are preliminary tests, performed before splices undergo a Temperature-
Pressure Well Test. Water Tests are useful during the development phase of the coating
process, but are not a testing option for final manufactured splices because the test requires
the two wire-ends to be free, and in the actual tool the spliced wires will form a closed loop
of wire.
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Spark Tests:
"Spark Tests" also investigate the integrity of the insulative coating at ambient
temperatures and pressures, only this time in air. The coated portion of the wire is passed
through the metal bead chains of a spark-tester (Figure 26) with 2,000 Volts passing across
them, for 1 minute. If any section of the insulation is too thin or absent all together, a hole
will bum through the coating (or be enlarged) in that location. The spark-tester will indicate
any such problem, and the hole will also be visually recognizable.
Spark Tests are useful both in the development phase of splices, as well as during
manufacturing. Wires forming a closed loop of conductor, like those in the final downhole
tool that splices are used in, can be tested with a spark-tester.
Figure 26. A spark-tester. The wire connection is passed through the metal beads of the
spark-tester which detects any holes or particularly thin sections of insulation.
Pressure-Temperature Well Tests:
Pressure-Temperature Well Tests investigate the integrity of the insulative coating in
an environment simulating an oil well, where a splice may be surrounded by fluid at high
temperatures and pressures. This is the most demanding test a splice can undergo and is as
harsh, or more so, than the actual environment in which the splice will be used. (Ideally fluid
would not be able to flow through the potting material surrounding the splice when it is in the
downhole tool, but such an occurrence is possible, and so is considered in this rigorous test.)
In a Pressure-Temperature Well Test, multiple splices are strung together, submerged
in water (Figure 27), then cycled through various temperature and pressure settings (Figure
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28). A test proceeds as follows: First the ambient temperature of 251C (771F) is held.
Meanwhile the well-chamber, that the splices are in, is brought from the low pressure of 90
psi, to 10,000 psi, followed by 20,000 psi, then back down to a low pressure of 2,000 psi.
Next, the temperature is raised to 150*C (302'F) and the pressure again steps up to 10,000
psi, followed by 20,000 psi, then back down to the ambient pressure of 14.7 psi. Throughout
the course of the test, resistance measurements are taken while passing a 500 Volt charge
across each loop's end and the water in the well. This determines whether the coating is
insulating the conductor from the environment (in which case a very high resistance will be
detected, over 4.9 GO, and a reading of "OL," or overload, will be displayed on the meter),
or if the fluid is able to reach the conductor and short the wire loop to the water (in which
case a much lower resistance will be detected by the meter).
Figure 27. Preparing a Pressure-Temperature Well Test. Loops of wire, with multiple splices
along them, are placed into the pressure-well to determine the integrity of the splices
submerged in fluid at the high temperatures and pressures of an oil well.
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Measurement 7
Measurement 6
Measurement 5
emperature
1 150
Measurement S
Time
In Air In Water
25 0
In Air :,
Figure 28. The pressure and temperature over time during a Pressure-Temperature Well
Test. Resistance measurement are made after each environmental change (changes include
air or water surrounding the splice, as well as pressure or temperature increases and
decreases). The measurements determine if the Teflon coating continues to insulate the wire
connection after each environmental change.
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Chapter 4: Results
The following chapter contains a summary of the test results. Welded connections
were tested for robustness with Tension Tests and Bend Tests. Observations on the coating
process where made and coated splices were tested for their ability to insulate the welded
connection with Water Tests, Spark Tests, and Pressure-Temperature Well Tests. (For more
details on individual trials, refer to Appendix C.4.)
4.1 Testing Welded Connections
Tension Tests:
At ambient temperature, the wire broke with approximately 9.0 lbs of weight applied
(with a standard deviation of 0.4 lbs). This average is based on 50 tests3 5 . Breakage occurred
at the transition between the 26 AWG wire and the weld. The expected failure weight, given
the manufacture's strength rating of the wire, is 7.88 lbs (see Appendix C.4 for the
calculation).
average standard dev.
(Ibs) (Ibs)
Experimental breaking weight: 9.0 0.4
Expected breaking weight: 7.88 N/A
Observations were made concerning the tension the wire can withstand at elevated
temperatures. During the coating process, the wire broke in both cases where the actual
temperature (not the set-temperature) exceeded 700'F. (This took place when 2 and 5 lbs
were applied.) Given a chart of copper's strength vs. temperature (Figure 30), the wire is
expected to fail at approximately 680'F.
Bend Tests:
Bend Tests, as described in section 3.2.1, where performed by flexing wire
connections 0, 1, 2, 3 or 4 times; then a tension test was done on each flexed wire connection
3 As recorded at STAPLA Ultrasonics Corporation, 375 Ballardvale Street, Wilmington, MA 01887.
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to see if bending had an affect on strength. Three trials where performed for each number of
flexes.36
Breaking Weight for each group of Bend Tests:
average standard dev.
(Ibs) (Ibs)
0 Flexes 8.0 0.2
1 Flex 8.0 0.7
2 Flexes 8.9 0.4
3 Flexes 10.1 2.1
4 Flexes 8.7 0.4
4.2 Testing Coated Splices
Observations on the Coating Process-Skill Sensitivity:
When the one-page chart of directions (Figure 15) was given to an operator
unfamiliar with the machine, splices were made that were visually comparable to those done
by an operator familiar with the system.
Water Tests (500 Volts):
All connections passed. All meter readings were "overload", which means the
resistance between the wire and water was very high, greater 4.9 Go which is greater than
the meter can measure. (If any readings had shown lower resistance the integrity of the
insulative coating, in water and at ambient temperature and pressure, would have been in
question.)
Spark Tests (2,000 Volts):
All connections passed. No holes in the insulation or very thin areas of insulation
were detected by the spark tester machine. (If any holes or thin areas had been present, the
machine would have burned those areas into visually larger holes and would have indicated
with an alarm.)
36 As recorded at STAPLA Ultrasonics Corporation, 375 Ballardvale Street, Wilmington, MA 01887.
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Pressure-Temperature Well Tests (500 Volts):
Resistance measurements where made in the Pressure-Temperature Well Tests after
each environmental change (e.g. an increases or decreases in the temperature or pressure
around the splices). A "pass" implies a resistance measurement of "overload," where the
resistance is over 4.9 GO and higher than the meter can detect. Such a reading means that the
splice's coating is properly insulating the wire connection from its environment. A "low"
measurement means that the resistance between the conductor and its environment is lower
than 4.9 GO and that the coating is not properly insulating the wire connection. A
measurement of "both" signifies that the megohmmeter gave two different readings, and
those two readings are listed in the table in parentheses. (Multiple readings at the same
measurement point are not expected and may indicate flaws in test set-up, such as a loose
connection on one end of the string of splices.)
The measurements from the first pressure-temperature well session were discarded
because of a combination of megohmmeter malfunction and technician error. The second and
third test session measurements were retained. In Test Session II, cable 2A did not pass at all
measurement points in the test, but cables 2B, 2C, and 2D did. In Test Session II, none of the
cables passed at all measurement points in the test. A variety of results were found at the
initial low temperature, none of the cables passed at high temperature, but all cables passed at
the final combination of low temperature and pressure.
Test Session II:
low temp. high temp. lower temp.
(69-F) (302*F) (150*F)
14.7 psi10,000 psi 20,000 psi 2,000 psi 10,000 psi 20,000 psi 14.7 psi
pass pass BOTH LOW LOW LOW pass
Cable 2A (pass/300KO) (350KQ) (150KO/pass)
pass pass pass pass pass pass pass
Cable 2B
pass pass pass pass pass pass pass
Cable 2C
pass pass pass pass pass pass pass
Cable 2D I I I I I I I
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Test Session III:
low temp. high temp. lower temp.
(69*F) I (302*F) 1 (150*F)
14.7 psi 10,000 psil 20,000 psi 2,000 psi 10,000 psil 20,000 psi 14.7 psi
Cable 3A Pass LOW pass LOW LOW LOW _ pass
Cable 3B Pass pass pass LOW LOW LOW pass
Cable 3C LOW LOW LOW LOW LOW LOW _ pass
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Chapter 5: Discussion
5.1 Testing Welded Connections:
Tension Tests
Tension tests at room temperature showed better strength than predicted. On average,
connections broke at 9.0 lbs in experiments rather than 7.9 lbs as predicted.
Breakage of the wire (Figure 29) during the development of the splicing process is
attributed to high temperatures affecting the strength of the copper conductor. Of the two
tests that exceeded 7000 F, the wire broke in both cases. The results (strength at
corresponding temperature) are directly supported by strength data available for copper from
the American Society of Metals (see Figure 30). Copper loses over 30% of its tensile strength
between room temperature and Teflon's melt temperature.
Figure 29 High tension can cause the wire to break when brought to elevated temperatures.
Bend Tests:
The results of the Bend Tests showed no change or a slight increase in strength data
as the number of flexes was increased. The increase in the strength data was not expected,
but is welcomed. This increase is slight and most likely due to variation between individual
wire connections and the small number of samples tested. The data is interpreted to show that
no significant adverse change in strength is observed after flexing the edge of the wire
connection. A decrease in strength would have signified that bending during handling and
manufacturing could adversely affect the splice, but with no decrease in strength, bending
during handling is dismissed as a manufacturing concern.
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Figure 30 3. Strength vs. Temperature data for copper 38. This information closely
corresponds with Tension Test results, at both ambient temperature and 700'F, and explains
why wires broke when temperatures exceeded 700'F.
5.2 Testing Coated Splices
Observations on the Coating Process-Skill Sensitivity:
When one-page directions for splicing were given to a person who had not used the
molding system before, they could produce a splice comparable to those produced by a
skilled operator. Ultimately however, the success of making the splicing process less skill
sensitive is dependent upon verifying that the process produces splices that are hermetic in a
downhole environment.
Water Tests, Spark Tests and Temperature-Pressure Well Tests:
All splices passed the Water Test and Spark Test, but they did not all pass the
Pressure-Temperature Well Test.
In Session II of the Pressure-Temperature Well Test, three of the four cables (chain of
splices) passed the full test. This indicates that the coating method is capable of producing
good splices (that can perform at up to 300'F and 20,000 psi as desired), but quality is not
currently assured. The cable that did not pass at all measurement points in the test, passed at
3 American Society for Metals. Metals Handbook Ninth Edition: Properties and selection--nonferrous alloys
and pure metals. Metals Park, Ohio: American Society for Metals, 1979. p 277.
38 Data for: copper C10100 or C10200 rod, 1180 temper
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low temperatures and pressures (up to 150'F at the ambient pressure of 14.7 psi). In addition
to passing during the original ambient conditions, the cable also passed when it came back to
the original temperature and pressure at the end of the testing cycle. Thus, its past history did
not affect its later performance. Here, the cable's failure appears to be pressure related.
In session III of the Pressure-Temperature Well Test, the majority of the
measurements at lower temperatures showed passing results; however, none of the cables
performed properly at high temperature. This trend is most apparent with Cable 3B, where
the cable's splices all worked at low temperatures (regardless of applied pressure), did not
work at high temperature, but then did again work when brought back down to a low
temperature. Cable 3A shows similar results, with the notable exception of the test at 10,000
psi not passing (thus pressure is not ruled out as a contributing cause of failure). Cable 3C
results appear the most inconsistent of all cables tested, since the cable did not pass until after
a full temperature-pressure cycle was completed.
Though not all measurements are fully understood, three of the seven cables passed at
all measurement points in the test, and all splices tested passed in at least one measurement
point during the test cycle. This is encouraging and thus the splicing method employing
injection molding shows promise and is worthwhile developing further.
Possible causes of inconsistent results or failure that appeared include quality control
issues concerning the coating process and also equipment malfunction. (As noted in Chapter
4, a combination of a megohmmeter malfunction and technician error during test setup was
the reason Session I test results are not valid for analysis.) Additionally, Spark Tests may
have induced problems since they were performed at 2,000 Volts, and the 26 AWG wire is
only rated up to 600 Volts. Further testing should be done to establish more definitive trends
and to rule out the possibility of test equipment problems. These investigations will enable
the splices' most critical failure modes to be better understood so the splicing method can be
further refined and evaluated.
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Chapter 6: Conclusions and Recommendations
6.1 Conclusions
6.1.1 Welding
Ultrasonic welding is an excellent method for connecting the wires for the given
application. The process connects wires rapidly, reliably and with quality independent of the
operators' skills. The connection is compact, predictable in shape as well as size, and does
not weaken the wire (including its bending or pull strength). Although the welding machine
incurs a significant expense when purchased, once acquired, numerous splices may be made
at minimal additional cost. The primary maintenance consists of calibrating the machine (no
more than monthly). The ultrasonic welder is ready to be implemented into the
manufacturing process of the downhole tool currently being developed. Ultrasonic welding,
and in particular the customized machine developed during this project, is recommended as
the means for connecting wires in the downhole tool's splices.
6.1.2 Injection Molded Coating
Performance of the Coating:
The tests currently show that nearly all splices made with the current coating method
are hermetic at ambient temperatures and pressures. Also, it is possible to produce a suitable
coating, using injection molding techniques, which will remain hermetic up to the desired
300'F of temperature and 20,000 psi of pressure. Tests show that, though the current method
will work, it is not yet reliable and must be further improved. Concerns with splice
performance relate to both elevated temperatures and pressures, with more emphasis on
pressure. More tests are needed to create a larger body of viable data.
Coating Equipment:
The current process requires less technical expertise than previous methods to
produce a typical splice. The existing equipment is a prototype version of injection molding
manufacturing equipment. The current system is useful to refine the process parameters of
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injecting (e.g. experiments with adjustments of the temperature profile are able to be
performed) and as a base to build upon for a next generation prototype leading to a final
manufacturing device.
Testing Methods:
Water Tests, Spark Tests, and Temperature-Pressure Well Tests all have their place in
the development of the splicing method and quality assurance as well as quality control in
manufacturing.
Spark Tests are useful for detecting thin coatings. Of all three tests, Spark Tests are
the only test that can be performed directly on a manufactured splice, once it is integrated
into the downhole tool.
Water Tests are simple and useful, particularly directly before a Temperature-
Pressure Well Test. A Water Test simulates the first part of the Temperature-Pressure Well
Test and can alert the investigator to a problem before proceeding to the more expensive and
involved Temperature-Pressure Well Test. Fluid seepage along the length of the wire (under
the insulative coating and through to the splice), during ambient conditions, may be detected
with this test. Further investigation of this failure mode, along the length of the wire, and the
extent to which a Water Test will detect problems should be pursued.
Temperature-Pressure Well Tests are the best way to test a splice for performance in
the hostile environment of an oil well. This is the most expensive, time intensive, and
involved process of the three types of testing. Temperature-Pressure Well Tests will be
extremely useful for further investigation of why some splices made with the current method
do not perform suitably in downhole conditions. This testing method can also assist in the
further refinement of the coating process and to confirm if and when suitable splices are
being reliably produced.
6.2 Recommendations
6.2.1 Welding
Though the welder is ready for manufacturing splices, a future investigation should
examine why the alarm triggers so often on the "Splice 1" setting (see Appendix B.3). This
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setting has very tight tolerances, so investigating the alarm rate may lead to requiring less
stringent tolerance settings. The cart is also ready for manufacturing use, but may be changed
once manufacturing commences.
6.2.2 Coating
The Coating Method:
More extensive testing and further refinement of the process parameters will lead to
better, more consistent splices. At that point, improvements to the injection molding system
should focus on minimizing the time required for the process. Improvements to individual
components of the injection system could include: the modification of the mold (so plastic is
injected from above rather than from the side), the addition of an automatic pellet feed, the
development of a more sophisticated method for removing the splice from the mold,
automation of the control for the pressure and heating profiles (including feedback), and the
employment of a force meter in the tension system. The use of Teflon in a powder form, as
opposed to the pellet form used in this thesis, could also be investigated.
Additionally, an automated shrink-tube method should be compared to a plastic
injection method before the final decision for the manufacturing method is made.
Testing Methods:
Spark Tests:
Small, portable spark-testers are available (see Appendix C.4). Also, the most
appropriate voltage to apply to the 26 AWG wire should be investigated.
Water Tests:
Splices should continue to undergo a Water Test prior to the Temperature-Pressure
Well Tests. This may detect problems early, so resources are not wasted on unnecessary
Temperature-Pressure Well Tests.
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Temperature-Pressure Well Tests:
Pressure and temperature testing must be performed to further investigate the
integrity of splices and the possible failure modes, so splices can be properly produced and
evaluated. Inconsistencies in the Temperature-Pressure Well Tests must be better understood.
Additional tests may include coloring the water in the pressure well to investigate the
bonding between the wires' insulation and the cavity coating.
If bonding problems are expected or found from such tests, the next step would be to
proceed with modifying the coating process. This may begin with making small increases
(such as in 5'F increments) to the maximum set-temperature of the injection molding heating
profile.
Refer to Appendices B.5, B.6, C.2, and C.3 for further explanations and
recommendations.
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Appendices
Appendix A: Materials
A.1 Wires
Initially, the larger wire (20 AWG) was designated for this project. The smaller wire
(26 AWG), consisting of 19 strands, was later chosen. Having 19 smaller strands, rather than
7 larger ones, is optimal in the welding process and electrically superior (for its use in the
downhole tool).
20 AWC Wire: 26 AWG Wire:
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A.2 Wire and Cable Specification
100054857- WCT-5135
WIRECRAFT* PRODUCS
Wire and Cable Speclfication
WC goa~led, MA Z &
"5~) 567-rS6
Faxf5 t06' e7 -5'32
C0w4mZCIAL SPEC: yi"-31 I
GEMZRAL DESCRIPTION: 2 CONDCTOR L"CITROVIC CABLE
INMER CORDUCTORS: 20 19/32 S1AMm P.ATED COPPER
40 MICRO iC=8s SILVER PLATING KINDDMm
o D. TOL3RANCE: .037 - .040
PRnOaRi DzILECTnxC INSWLATZOV: EXTSDID rEP TEFLOM
COLORS; IMI 2EEX
0.D. TOLIRAICE: .054 - .062
iECoND1tX DIZLXCTRXC IUSUATIO: WT
0.D. TOLERANCE: N/A
CABLING: TWIST 2 CONDUCTORS 14' LAY
JAC3ET D3SCRIPTION: .010 WALL -PC0GnAL EXTRODED 131 TEFZON
CMLUM ORAN=
SHrIEM DESCRIPTION: 36 ANG TYPE 304 STAINLESS STEEL, RAYDRD
a5% - 900 COVERAGZ
FINAL DIJA@TER: .164 MAXIMN
ADDITIO0L NOTES, IF ANT:
SPAR TZST ZMMRS - 4600-VAC, DIELXCTIC TEST 3000 VAC
CAPACZTANCZ 1.5.30 Pr/FT # .0629 IMPEDANCE 96.22 OWMS
17.99 T/IFT f .054, ZWEDANCX B1.33 OHM9(
Cansam Oft A I * MANUPACTURBAS OF M014 TEMPERATURE WtRE & CAlLS
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A.3 Teflon Pellets
The plastic pellets melt and mingle with the wires' insulation. Both the pellets and
wire insulation are FEP fluoropolymer resins, but specifically the pellets are Teflon FEP 100-
J (the J stands for the manufacturing location) and the insulation is FEP NP-101. They are
similar, but not identical and are made by different manufactures. The Teflon FEPs were
assumed to be similar enough to ensure compatibility between the two in bonding, but this
can be further investigated.
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A.4 Teflon FEP 100: Technical Information
TEFLO'FEP 100
Fluorocarbon Rein
Technical Information
Description
TEFLON' FEP 100 fluorocarbon resin is a melt-
processible fluorocarbon resin suitable for extrusion
as a primary coating onto most gauge wires (AWG
#12 and smaller) for twisted-pair constructions and
for limited jacketing applications.
As shown in Table 1, this resin provides the electri-
cal and mechanical properties needed for low-
voltage applications. TEFLON FEP 100 has a melt
flow rate that is between TEFLON 3100 and
TEFLON FEP 140. This pemuits a good combination
of extrusion speed and stress crack resistance,
making TEFLON FEP 100 the insulation of choice
for most primary insulation that is more than 7 mils
thick.
TEFLON FEP 100 possesses a balance of pro-
cessing and performance properties which make it
the preferred resin for many applications. Like all
TEFLON fluorocarbon resins., TEFLON FEP 100
offers an excellent combination of properties:
chemical inertness, exceptional dielectric properties,
heat resistance, toughness, flexibility, low coefft-
cient of friction, nonstick characteristics, negligible
moisture absorption, low flammability, performance
at temperature extremes, and weather resistance.
Applications
TEFLON FEP 100 is used in many applications.
One of the largest uses is in telecommunications,'
data cables where TEFLON FEP 100 not only
provides excellent fire performance and physical
properties but also superior electrical performance.
In this role, it is ideal as an insulation for construc-
tions meeting Article 725 and Article 800 of the
National Electric Code (NEC) where TEFLON FEP
100 provides superior dielectric properties for rapid,
clear signal transmission. Cables insulated with
TEFLON FEP 100 have met the requirements of
Underwriter's Laboratory UL 910 Steiner Tunnel
Test for installation in plenurns without metal
conduits.
TEFLON FEP 100 is not normally recommended as
a jacket material, but it can be used as jacketing for
small plenum cables that do not have a braided wire
shielding.
Safe Handling
Use of an adequate ventilation system allows safe
processing of TEFLON FEP in extruders at high
temperatures. For further information, refer to the
DuPont bulletin "TEFLON' Fluorocarbon Resin:
Safety in Handling and Use," which can be obtained
from your DuPont representative.
Packaging
TEFLON FEP 100 is supplied as pellets and is
available in 55-lb (24.9-kg) multilayer kraft bags
with an integral polyethylene liner.
U.S. Freight Classification
For rail shipments, TEFLON FEP 100 isclassified
as "Plastic, Synthetic, OTL, NOIBN:- for truck
shipments as "Plastic Materials, Granules." and for
express shipments as "Plastics, Synthetic.
DuPont Materials for Wire & Cable
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TABLE I
Typical Proportios of TEFLO#W FEP 100 Fluorocarbon Rosin
Property ASTM Method Units Value
Electrical
Dielectric Constant D-1531
100 kHz (105 Hz) - 2.06
1 MHz (10 Hz) - 2.06
Diesipation Factor D-1531
100 kHz (105 Hz) - 0.0003
1 MHz (106 Hz) - 0.0006
Dielectric Strength D-149
10 milfilm V/mil 2000
1/8 in Sheet V/mil 510
Mechanical
Melt Flow Number D-2116 g/10 min 6.6
Specific Gravity D-762 2.15
Tensile Strength D-1708 psi 4000
MPg 27
Elongation D-1708 % 340
Thernn-
Melting Point DTA-E168 CC 264
" F 507
Processing Guidelines for Wire and
Cable Use Extrusion Equipment
TEFLON' FEP 100 is fabricated using the same
melt processing techniques as other thermoplastics.
A brief description of the extrusion equipment used
with TEFLON FEP 100 is given here: for more
detailed processing information, consult the DuPont
"Extrusion Guide for Melt Processible Fluoro-
polymers,- which can be obtained from your DuPont
representative.
Molten TEFLON resins are corrosive to many
metals; therefore, special corrosion-resistant materi-
als must be used for all pails of extrusion equipment
that come into contact with the melt. Nickel-based
alloys such as HASTELLOY*. INCONELO.
MONEL', and XALOY' are the materials of choice.
Hardened electroless nickel plate can be used, but
even small holes, chips, or cracks in the plating can
compomise its performance. Chrome-plated materi-
als are not recommended. Additional information on
materials of construction can be obtained from your
DuPont representative. Corrosion is likely to occur if
dead spots exist in the equipment, processing
temperatures are too high or hold-up time is too
long. In addition, resin degradation will accelerate
corrosion.
A t.5- to 2.5-inch (39- to 64-mm) extruder with a
barrel length-to-diameter ratio of 20:1-30:1 is
recommended for extruding TEFLON FEP 100.
Extruder barrels should have three to five independ-
ently controlled heater zones with temperature
controllers capable of accurate operation (±0.60
±1OF) in the temperature range of 316*C to 425 0C
(600*F to 800F). Heaters should be made of cast
bronze or aluminum. Controllers with proportional-
integral-derivative (PID) action are recommended.
A 3:1 compression ratio screw consisting of a
relatively long feed zone, a I- to 3-turn transition
and a metering section that comprises approximately
1/4 of the length of the screw is recommended. The
addition of a mixing section at the end of the screw
can improve processibility. Contact your DuPont
representative for more information.
A melt thermocouple and melt pressure probe should
be installed in the adapter section of the extruder. To
obtain an accurate measurement, the thermocouple
should extend to the center line of the flow channel.
Degradation of the resin during processing greatly
reduces the performance of TEFLON' FEP 100 in
stringent applications. Degradation is caused by
excessively high melt temperatures, long residence
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time in the extruder, and/or excessive shear from the
screw. In general, increases in the melt flow number
(MFN) greater than 10% during extrusion should be
avoided. This 10% rise in MFN will occur after only
five minutes at 393*C (740*F) or approximately 45
minutes at 382*C (720'F), but it increases to only
5% after 60 minutes at 3600C (680 0F). This indi-
cates the importance of maintaining resin flow
through the extruder while at operating temperature
and shows why temperatures should be decreased if
the extruder is down for even a short period of time.
Other processing conditions that can reduce the
resin's performance include melt fracture, very low
or uneven melt temperatures, and the presence of
hydrocarbon or silicone oils which act as stress crack
promoters.
Wire-Coating Techniques
TEFLON FEP 100 is typically applied as a wire
insulation using tubing techniques. Draw-down
ratios (DDR) generally ranging from 50:1 to 200:1
are common, with higher DDRs usually allowing
greater line speed. A draw-ratio balance (DRB)
ranging from 0.9 to 1.1 is recommended. A complete
discussion of DDR and DRB can be found in the
DuPont "Extrusion Guide for Melt Processible
Fluoropolymers," which can be obtained from your
DuPont representative.
A controlled vacuum is required at the rear of the
crosshead to adjust the melt cone to the desired
length. A melt cone that is too long results in exces-
sive caliper variations while a melt cone that is too
short results in excessive spark failures and cone
breaks. Laboratory experience has shown that a cone
length of 2.5 in to 3.0 in (64 um to 76 mm) yields
satisfactory results with a DDR of 156:1 and a DRB
of 1.00. Control can be achieved at a shorter cone
length if a higher DRB is used.
An electronic wire preheater lccated as close to the
crosshead as possible is recommended for preheating
the wire. Although the amount of preheat will
depend upon the application, the preheater should
be capable of heating the wire to 149*C to 204*C
(3001F to 4001F) while operating at a typic al line
speed of 500 ft/min (152 nimin).
Stationary pulleys should be located on both sides of
the crosshead to reduce wire flutter. The wire should
pass through the crosshead, without touching the
crosshead or the extrusion tip. Sponges should not
be used to reduce flutter downstream of the cross-
head because they can produce insulation faults.
The coated wire should pass through a I- to
5- (0.3- to 1.5-m) air gap followed by a warm-
water quench at 380C to 660C ( 100*F to 1500F) to
allow uniform cooling and prevent the formation of
shrinkage voids in the insulation. The cooling is
highly dependent on the thickness of the insulation.
Processing conditions depend on the equipment size
and line speed. Tables 2 and 3 list the actual pro-
cessing conditions for a I0-mil wall of TEFLON
FEP 100 on a 24 AWG copper wire. Adjustments
may be necessary for other equipment.
Color Concentrates
TEFLON FEP based color concentrates are commer-
cially available from several manufacturers. Only
inorganic pigments should be used due to the high
temperatures used to process TEFLON FEP. Con-
centrate loading information is available from the
manufacturer, and it will normally depend on the
compositions of concentrate, wire size, insulation
thickness, and intensity of color desired Your
DuPont representative can provide additional
information on suppliers.
Band Marking
Band marking inks for TEFLON FEP are commer-
cially available from several manufacturers. In-line
band marking of TEFLON FEP can be accomplished
by positioning the band marking unit as close to the
crosshead as possible and by using inks with high-
boiling solvents. Your DuPont representative can
provide additional inforiation on suppliers.
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TABLE 2
Typical Temperature Profile for Extruding
TEFLON" FEP 100 on AWG #24
Solid Copper Wire'
Zone oC *F
Rear Zone' 366 60
Rear Center" 382 720
Center 388 730
Front Center 393 740
Front 396 745
Clamp 396 745
Adapter 396 745
Croeshead 396 745
Die Holder 416 780
Melt 393 740
fBased cn a 60-mmn extruder th a 30:1 IJD: adjustments iaey be
necessary for other equipment2For a smaller machine, it %IiI be necessary to raise the errpera-
lure b enaure that the resin is completely metted belbr entry
in b the extuder's transition zone. A surgirg output at the die
could be caused by Incomplete melting.
TABLE 3
Typical Operating Conditions for Extruding
TEFLON' FEP 100 on AWG #24
Solid Copper Wire'
Extruder Speed
Line Speed
Wire Preheat
Pressure
Die
Tip
rpm
ftmin
rn/mmin
MPa
psig
in
mm
in
mm
DDR
DRB
a
500
335
152
240
4.6
670
0.500
12.70
0.250
6.35
156:1
1.00
Bared on a 60m-r extruder AIth a 30:1 LiD; adjustrients may be
necessary for other equipment.
The Intbrmike promided taaein Is fumished freorchrye arst to based on tecinimi dali 1tha DuPci lbeltoves to be reliable. It It htesred i me tary persorsn 1ing tectniml
tills ai their o0n discretic' and rist lhe tamdita precaudon infonration ataed herdn isgtro with the undkntandto8 that Uxase uatn5 it wll aahry thenuei.'s tinde
potiaiar conitlionsoruse prest am heath or 9erety hards. in canditimsc produci useareoutside our cotrol, we raer no varrontes, expresd or Inriaed, aid maunae
no ibitifty In onnecdlon lith any tue ofthis inironation. AS with anymatwial. evial bn of anyorpound undterel-use oondihtis paior I VocflcWaim isesonatal Ndhiqin
hnein Is t be toen a a lierne to cperate under. or a recomsanotion to kiri e upon, any poleft.
VVI 22M2A P(inlado U.SA.
spies H.26690IEd. .: H.261-1"i
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A.5 Teflon FEP 100-J: Product Information
oLJ~o PONT
TEFLON® FEP 100-J
Fluoropolymer resin
Extrusion and Molding Resin
Brand
Teflon s a registered trademark of DuPont for its brano of
fkuoropotymer resins, wfich can anly be licensed by
DuPont for use in approved applications Customers
wto wish to use the Teflon* trademark in connecton with
DuPont FEP products under itense fmm DuPont should
contact your loca DuPont office. Without a license.
customers may not identify their product as containing
Teflon* but may refer to the resr as FEP 100-J.
Description
Teflon*FEP 100-J is a general-purpose resin avaabte r'
translucent, 2.5mm pedets Compared with Teflon' FEP
140-J and FEP 150, it %as higher flow rate an provides
the best batance between end-product perfomiance and
ease of processing,
Tefloen FEP 100-J and other 7efon* FEP (fluorinated
ethylene propylene) copotyrer resms combine the
processing ease of conventional thermoplasbcs with
properties similar to tnose of poytetrafluoorcethylene
(PTFE). They have A' melt strength and stablty at
recommended processng temperatures.
Telon*FEP 100- s preferrec for products that are not
exposed to severe envionmenta; stress in service. It is
often selected for products mace by injection nooiig
because it offers the higher avapabe flow rate
Property processec products made from neat Tefori FEP
100-J resin provide the superior propertes typical of the
fuoropolymer resins: retention of properties after service
at 200*C. usefL propertes at -240*C, ana c"emical
inertness to nearly all industnal chemicals and solvems.
Detectric propertes are excellent. Molded procucts
have moderate stfness and ng" virrate elongaton.
In a flame, products made of Teflorf FEP 100-J resist
ignition and do not themselves promote fame spread
When ignited by flame from other sources. their
contribubon of heat is very small and is added at a slow
rate with very 14te smoke
Typical End Products
7eflcn* FEP 100-J ss ideal for many end products,
including: extruded tubing, heat shrinkable sleeving, and
other profiles for electrcal insulation or f\.id nandling; filr
ano products made from fer; labware and injection-and
bow-ivolded articles reofrng superior chemical
inertness, efectrical properties. and prty.
Processing
-eflon* FEP 100-J can be processed by conventional mel
extrusion and by injection, compression, and transfer and
blow molding processes. Hgn met strength permits the
use of retativeiy arge die openings and high temperature
draw-down tecniques that increase production rates
Recpocatg screw necbon molding macnes are
preferred Corrosion-resistant metals spould be used in
contact with molten resin Extruder barrels should be
long relatve to diameter, to provde residence time for
heating tre resin to approximately 400C.
Safety Precautions
Waming'
VAPOURS CAN BE LIBERATED THAT MAY
BE HAZARDOUS IF INHALED
Before using 7eflon', read the Material Safety Data Sheet
anid the detailed informaton the 'Guide to the Safe
Handling of Flucropolymer Resins. Latest Editon
p. lishec by the Fluoropolymers Division of The Society
of t-e Plastics Industry - availabe from DvPcnt
Open ari use containers only r well-ventilated areas
using ocal exhaust ventilation ,LEV:. Vapors and fumes
liberated during hot processing, or from smoklrg tobacco
or cigarettes contaminated wilh resin oust may cause flu-
like symptoms (chills, fever, sore throat) that may not
ocour until several hours after exposure and typically pass
witAr 36 to 48 hr. Vapors and fumes kberated during hot
processing snouod be exhausted completely from the work
area; contamination of tobacco with polymers should be
avoided. Mxtures with some finety divideo metals, such
as magneswan or aluminum, can be Fammable or
explosive under some conditions.
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Storage and Handling
The properties of Teflon' FEP resin are not affected by
storage time. Ambent storage condtions should be
desogued to avoid airbome contamination arc t;-
formation of water condensaton on the resn when t I
removed from containers.
Packaging
,eflon FEP 100-J is supplied as pellets and is available in
25kg multilayer kraft bags wit' an integral polyethylene
Table I Typical Property Data for Teflon' FEP 100-J
ASTM
Property Test Method Unit Nominal Value
Theqmal
Nominal Melting Pont 03418 *C 255 - 2W
Upper Service Temperature UL 748 *C 200
Flow Rate 0211 g/10min. 7
Mechanical
Tensile Strengtr, 23'C 021 1 MPa 27
Speodit Graviy 0792 - 213-2.17
Ultimate Elongabon, 23*C 02116 % 380
Flexural Modiuis, 23"C 0790 MPa 588
'mpact Strengt?, 23'C D258 Sim No Break
Hardness Duroneter D2240 ShoreD 56
Compressve Strength D095 MPa 21
Linear Coefficient of Expansion. 0 - 100 C E&31 mm/mmn"C 13.5k x0
Electrical
Dielectric Strengto 0.25n 0149 kVlnwn 80
Dierectric Constant 1MHz, 23*C D1531 - 2.02
Disspation Factor, 1MHz 23'C 01531 - 0.0007
Volume Resistiity 0257 T ohm-cm >101
Arc Resistance D495 sec No Track
General
Water Absorption, 24rw D570 %0 004
Weather and Chemica- Resstance - Outstanding
Limiting Oxygen lrex 02863 % 95
Nbl Typiaal properties are not 6Ulai V speclicadon puri xxe6. S13a1eere s. or uata, rqgardejbeha'ator In a flame stuation are not intendeo to reflect hazard presented by thls or any olier malertal Viien
unoer actuai Tre condtions. Properly processed products Islntered at nigh temperatures cormon to Oie
icustry) rraae trom TeWoi FED resins can qjlalfy icr use in contact ih tW in complance wiM FDA
reguatlon 21 CFR 177.1550.
Teflor& FEP 1tOC * ASTM D211 E. Tpe 1.
For more information :
DuPont - MItsw Forochemicals Cc. Ltd.
CNyoda Honsha Building
1-5-18 Sarugaku-cho
Chyoda-k, Tokyo 101-0054 Japan
Tel. 81-3-5281-572
The tminvwi set $"rl hatein is huMed tee atct&se w"n is based wu bedsulct aMa Ve5 Owt - Wbwa futwr femic" Weevs So
be ISI. I Is 1i40ed 1W e ey pasns "Wson tednai "S, at ter a scleivo am ntkd. e runansg recaWnor Cn
h'iswu1asn conmulee reremu Is gben Mlt Pie undersian 159tPuS those aSig II uSI su|Sty leuehes tm Pier Dwricdar cond~on of wse
pesent r1 heoM or saty ars secause canusans of poo use oare m e our wet, se mae no wuriurtes. e ss or
iWped. warniswue a IIWit In coenecien alth "ny use or Uls " m frib s. Am aM y flet , eiuSala U wny cov nod iaer
onrm-e conrusns pior W0 =eclcaWof Is esseni hdoft5g herem Is to be taSen as a lIense to meerte under or a ecomnsndw 30
Vrenge any Oins.
CAUnON: o not use in mefdcai apic unlwong oermnert tinaanam in m tharm tody For uher mecal apcenss, see
OuPont Medcal AMon Stalewe'n H-51Cz
1219 MOF
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Appendix B: Equipment
B.1 Welder Quote and Specifications
STAPLA Ultrasonics Corporation
sTAPLA Uha.cric* cporaton
375 B.NardeIe street
Wisknin, MA 01867
Teephone: (9718)6589400
Tesx: (973)6606650
inIw.etapioursa.com
wwstap auhraonkr,or
STAPLA Ultrasonics Quotation No.: A2211-104 Date: January 20, 2004
Based on our attached sales and delivery terms we are pleased to submit our quotation on the ALFA
Servo for your special weldIng application. This price will include the modifications of the toolin g and the
fixiure for positioning the wires.
Price and Specifications
Part No. Oty. Description Unit Price Total
c402-560-11 I CONTROLLER USCI $ 26,500.00 $26,500.00
c257-900-571 ALFA SERVO Weld Head with:
257-900-614 1 Height Sensor
832-570-013 Booster
112-560-743 HF Cable
256-01-764 1 Foot Switch w/E-stop
1 Special Tooling (12mm Wave)
802-310-823 Converter
100-000-113 1 Tool Kit
050-A01-012 1 Air Service Unit
Fixture for wire replacement
Special Rolling Cart (optional) $1,850.00
1 Barcode N/Software
Total for the ALFA Servo System including specified Tooling:
This equipment will meet the requirements included in the $26,500.00
Schlumberger's guideline attached.
C~ppeJ-njmm pfl- Theak $2 Wste 20.WtkMd Ountbm&d4fld.dOG Creep
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STAPLA Ultrasonic. Corporation a 5
Terms and Conditions
Eqtipment 1/3 down with written purchase order.
Balance net 30 days.
Tooling-only Orders 50% down with written purchase order.
Balance net 30 days.
Spare Part Orders Net 30 days.
Dellvery: 4 - 6 weeks after receipt of written purchase order, a sufficient amount of good
production parts and down payment, as well as clarification of all technical details.
STAPLA Ultrasonics reserves the right to adjust delivery time depending on
production scheduling at the time of purchase.
Documentation/ Quoted prices include documentation and equipment made to STAPLA
Specifications: Ultrasonics' standards.
Acceptance/Training
and Service: Acceptance of equipment in operation and training of operators can be provided
at STAPLA Ultrasonics, Wilmington, MA, at no charge.
The quoted prices do also include up to one (1) to two (2) 8-hour days of on-site
installation support and operator training, excluding travel expenses.
Prices: Our technicians are available for non-warranty service on STAPLA Ultrasonics
equipment at your company for a rate of $1,250.00 per day based on an 8- hour
working time plus all travel related expenses from Wilmington, MA. After the initial
8 hour daily rate for working time, additional hours will be charged at $140.00 per
hour. Weekend rates will be $155.00 per hour for Saturday and $175.00 per hour
for Sunday, F.O.B. Wilmington. MA, excluding any sales tax, packing, shipping
and insurance charges. Our quotes are without obligation and subject to our
written order confirmation. Massachusetts' law requires that we have a copy of
your tax-exempt certificate on lie. Failure to provide this document will result in
the assessment of 5% Massachusetts Sales Tax. The prices and deliveries of this
quotation are based on infonration, parts, and drawings provided to STAPLA
Ultrasonics at the time of quoting. Any final tooling changes or additions due to
deviations in customer's parts from original samples and drawings provided are
the responsibility of the customer.
Warranty When used in accordance with the instructions and under normal operating
conditions, STAPLA equipment is warranted to be free from defects in material
and workmanship for a period of one (1) year from the date of original delivery by
STAPLA. Any component, which proves to be defective during the stated period,
will be repaired or replaced free of charge at the sole discretion of STAPLA, F.O.B.
Wilmington. Massachusetts. In case an on-site repair is required. STAPLA will
charge for travel expenses and any applicable In-Plant Service Fees (see section
"Acceptance/Training and Service").
Customers must obtain a RMA (Return Merchandise Authorization) number from
STAPLA for any item being retumed to STAPLA for warranty purposes. We
request that you ship the part to STAPLA in the original condition and packaging,
C..pe4r-aum p81 Thudis &.02 JNdrudw OoWnabaflsde Pag.M 2B Group
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STAPLA Ultrasoncs Corporation
Exclusive Remedy:
VaIldity:
Saple Part
Returns:
Samples/Equipment
prepaid and insured. RMA numbers are valid only for a period of 30 days from
date of issue.
AM parts or equipment sent to STAPLA, for any reason, will be accepted only if
they are shipped F.O.B. STAPLA, Wilmington, MA. STAPLA is not responsible for
any equipment damage incurred during shipment, including damage due to
improperly packed goods.
If STAPLA determines that failure of the part or system was n ot a result of a defect
in STAPLA's products or assembly. STAPLA reserves the right to charge the
customer for repairs and inspection.
This warranty does not apply to any equipment, which has been repaired or
altered in any way, by anyone outside the STAPLA organization.
STAPLA's liability, whether based on warranty, negligence of any kind, strict
liability, tort, or other cause arising out of and/or incidental through the sale, use or
operation of the equipment, or any part thereof, shall not, In any case, exceed the
cost of repair or replacement of the defective equipment or at STAPLA's
discretion. of refunding the purchase price of such equipment. Such repair.
replacement, or refund shall be the exclusive remedy of the purchaser. In no case
shall STAPLA be responsible for any and/or consequential, incidental, direct, or
special damages, i udi ng damages arising out of commercial losses.
This quotation is valid for 90 days from date of quotation.
STAPLA Ultrasonics shipping policy for retuming sample parts is UPS
Ground.
If the customer requires samples/equipment to be returned more quickly.
customer must provide STAPLA Ultrasonics with either a shipping account
number or purchase order for the applicable shipping charges.
Sincerely.
STAPLA Ultrasonics Corporation
Saeed Mogadam
President
SM:idi
Cc: Javier Tenreiro
Cpp.T1Jucn pT041 i &02 akn 2c~.dw calodfltddli Pq.OF 3d s(iT
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STAPLA Ultrasonics Corporation
Detailed System Description
STAPLA SPLICER MODEL ALFA Servo Ultrasonic Splice Welder
Welds Cu-wires of cross-sectional areas of up to 24 mm2
1. Welding unit
The ALFA Servo is designed offer user-friendly characters and simple set-up. Modular
components and a few moving parts add to the simplicity and highly reliable perfornance of this splice
welder. Compact size and low weight allows ALFA Servo to be used at a table or harness assembly
board. This welder and its advanced Controller will provide an easy method of set-up and operation
with full quality control capability.
Maintenance of the welder is simple due to its design nature. The Transducer Assembly (Horn,
Booster, and Converter) is modular and can be removed and set-up in less than five (5) minutes.
Displacement-sensored safety guards accomplish the ALFA series.
STAPLA Tooling
The SPLICER ALFA Servo tooling is designed for efficient welding and long life. An exclusive
STAPLA designed "Nodal Support" Transducer Assembly, which is modular and includes a special
Booster, will allow welding capability of splices up to a total cross sectional area of 24 mm 2 at a high
production rate.
The following are some of the other features of the system:
* The tooling is universal and operated pneumatically. The gathering block allows wide-open space for
ease of handling wires and prevents any loose strands.
* A direct and perpendicular actuation of the arwil holder shaft assures consistent welding force and
thus, reliable quality weld.
* Exclusive designed "Nodal Support' Transducer Assembly allows generating larger splices and makes
the welder more robust. Therefore, the system is capable of supporting a tougher production
environment, and longer tool life.
* The Transducer Assembly is completely modular, and self supported with minimum hom deflection
and easier set-up and changeover. A self-aligned design feature allows the horn set up square
automatically.
* The Converter has a cooling fan for efficient performance and longer life.
* The tool size, adjustment in increments of 0.1mm, is done automatically by the DC-Servo motor
controlled by the multifunction button.
* Vertical Anvil retracts pneumatically and allows large space for loading wires and yet
small for safety.
+ All pneumatic and electrical wiring is packed underneath the welder, away from the tooling and
welding components.
C~cps.TIanpTGtThmSEb ahni2cdS.dlaweacdfle Pa4cFei
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STAPLA UltRsonics Corporation
2. STAPLA Controller and Power Supply
The STAPLA Controller, USC1, with 3 kW high performance power supply is utilized for the Model 20-
ALFA Servo. The USClis designed to be user-friendly and simple to operate. The following are
some of the standard features In the USC1:
(a) Housing
Standard 19" / 3 height units box
b) Controls
- High intensity & large area fluorescence display for optimum readability even under adverse
lighting conditions.
- Multi-function buttons.
Functions shown on display for the 8 buttons located on the panel.
- Selectable user's language within the same software (English, French, German. and Spanish).
Other languages are available on request
- Lock key switch for diferent functions and to prevent tampering with the unit.
The keys are for following functions:
" System set-up by maintenance during the machine installation. Functions included are for
calibration, methods of welding, test, and other features.
" Teaching mode. This will allow the controller to display the settings. OC personnel may
use this key.
" Normal operation. Used for operator to display the counter, splice number, and the splice
cross sectional area. The OC variables may be displayed in this mode by simply pressing
the 'Monitor" button.
(c) Interfaces
* RS232 and RS485 ports for local PC and remote communications.
* Multi-pin signal connector to control additional systems / machinery.
Printer Port
Service port for calibrations and internal adjustments.
The controller USC1 Is designed to provide the ultimate capabilities in ultrasonic metal welding. The
following are some of the features utilized for the wire splicing process:
(a) Calibration procedures supported by menu.
CppW-S.7lim p7041 Thesis &M ak 2eIudrdw O4modflscidae Pag Sof )6
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STAPLA Ultrasonics Corporation
The calibrations are for pressure, amplitude, energy, weld height tool width for ALFA Automatic
and other functions and mechanical motions. The pressure and weld height is done during set-up.
Amplitude and energy calibration is done for yearly maintenance.
(b) Weld methods are selectable by pushing a button in the menu screen
" Weld to Energy
* Weld to Time
* Weld to compaction
(c) Triple quality controls / selectable
Controller checks for three of the following different OC variables:
* Correct Weld Time for variation of the wires.
* Correct Weld Energy for variation of the wires.
* Height before is measured to assure correct insertion of the wires.
* Final height is measured for indication of the weld strength.
The nominal OC variables are automatically determined by averaging the results of three (3)
samples made by the operator. All variables have control limits established automatically or
adjusted by the user. If the measured value is outside the control limit, an alarm will sound and
the welder will not work until it is reset.
d) Automatic weld settings recommendation
All data can be stored in the system for up to 1000 different wire combinations I splices.
Recall of stored data is done by finding the splice number and pressing the recall button. Different
parameters are pre-programmed for different splice sizes. Set-up for a new splice is easy. The
controller will have reference settings for all cross-sectional sizes of different splices. By locating
the correct cross-section size, you press recall and test the new splice with the given settings. If
the results are acceptable. you can save these settings under a new number by pressing the save
button (optional).
e) Software:
STAPLA offers full service in providing specially designed software for specific applications as well
as "SPC" programs for OC analytical reports.
f) Sequential Welding:
Automatic tool size adjustment makes sequential welding fully automatic and possible. Special
software will allow up to 250 different sequence programs.
Installation:
Voltage: 220 Volt or any other desired voltage
Fuse: 16 Ampere
Air pressure: Approximately 6 bar, the machine is equipped with a pneumatic service unit
CyE6-Tsfmptplmi. ka absr@3ddwacboenicdbade PagelerS
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B.2 Ultrasonic Welding Machine System Guidelines
(1) Main application of the ultrasonic welding system consists of welding 20 gage to 26 gage
stranded and silver-plated copper conductors. The selected system should lend itself to the
welding of any combination of wires in the 20-26 gage range for future needs.
(2) Welding system should be portable such that it can be moved to the components being
welded on the manufacturing floor. Space and wire length restrictions for our first
application are shown in Figure 2. Welding system to be setup on a movable cart with
adjustable height feature. Due to space issues on the production floor, operator may be
standing at the back of the welding head (and reaching over the device) to do the operation.
(3) Welding system and parameters (Amplitude, welding time, etc.,) for welding 20 to 26
gage wires to be optimized by STAPLA.
(4) Welding system to be sensitive enough to identify a loss of 2 strand or more on the 20
gage (19 strands of 32 gage) and 3 strands or more of the 26 gage (19 strands of 38 gage)
wires prior to the weld cycle.
(5) Fine diamond knurl to be used on the horn surface.
(6) Weld section to meet geometry per figure 1. Wire placement for welding to be
independent of operator skills. Wires to be located and welded with proper fixturing so that
consistent weld quality and geometry can be achieved during manufacturing.
(7) Weld shape to be square (aspect ratio of 1.0) in cross-section.
(8) Welded section to be straight within 3 degrees (kinks exceeding 3 degree from being
straight are not allowed at the weld point)
(9) No broken strands are allowed at the weld transition. Welding forces may be reduced in
the transition area with proper profiling of the horn.
(10) 20 to 26 gage weld to meet pull strength of above 7 lbs. STAPLA to help optimize this
value.
(11) Weld section to with -stand 4 full cycles of +90 to -90 degree bending (1 cycle consists
of bending the welded section from the straight 0 degree initial position to + 90 degree to -90
degree and back to 0 degree) without breaking any strands at the weld transition.
(12) No loose strand-ends are allowed at the weld transition as it can position itself radially
and cause subsequent process problems.
(13) STAPLA to setup new equipment and train key personnel during the installation phase.
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(14) STAPLA to recommend techniques/guidelines to evaluate the quality of welds during
manufacturing runs.
1~
Weld length = 0.25 inches
(6.5 mm to 7.0 mm)
Figure 1: Weld section geometry between a 20 gage wire (with 19 strands of 32 gage
conductors) and a 26 gage wire (with 19 strands of 38 gage conductors). The outer diameter
of 20 gage wire is 0.054-0.062" and that of 26 gage wire is 0.035"-0.043". The 0.020" to
0.0.030" space shown between the weld and the insulation may be changed to obtain
optimum weld section characteristics.
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0.020" - 0.030" (variable) length
between weld section and
insulation at both ends (0.5 mm to
0.75 mm)
I I
4.5 inches
20 gage
26 gage
3.5 inches
Maximum space between components
~ 9 inches
Figure 2: Shows space restriction for welding 20 to 26 gage wires. The wires exit the
components in a twisted pair configuration. The light component may be located on top of
the weld head during the welding process.
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B.3 Method to Recalibrate the Ultrasonic Welder
1. Turn Key 3 to "setup"
2. Select "calibrate" then "height"
3. The machine will prompt the operator to insert the 2mm pin (this is the smallest of
the three pins provided). Insert the pin and press the foot pedal. At the next
prompt follow the instructions by inserting the 4mm pin (the largest pin) and
pressing the pedal.
4. The calibration is now complete, press the "CL" button to clear the menu, or
simply turn the key to the "operate" mode and begin welding wires.
Note: Recalibration should not be needed often, but may be useful to approximately monthly.
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B.4 Project's Parts List and Drawings
Final Parts: Drawing Number:
Monel Mold (top) # 100094283D
Monel Mold (bottom) # 100094285D
Monel Tube # 100096503D
Monel Plunger # 100100619D
Cylinder Platform # 100099526
Block Supports # 100099519
Insulator Support # 100099518 (Insulator's part #: S-298553)
Controller P.O. #: 1HG01394
Cable Heater P.O. #: 1 HG006006
Cartridge Heaters (4 on 1 plug) P.O. #: 1 HG06009
Thermocouples ("rod tipped") P.O. #: 1 HG06001 (TSO1 08)
Thermocouples ("wire tipped") P.O. #: 1 HG06001 (AD6506)
Double-Acting Pneumatic Cylinder P.O. # not available*
Experimental Parts: Drawing Number:
Mold Insert #1 # 100113062
Mold Insert #2 # 100068348
Mold Insert #3 # 100068349
Mold Insert #4 # 100068364
1st Rectangular Mold # 100075749D and 100075746D
2nd Rectangular Mold # 100082443D and 100082444D
3rd Rectangular Mold # 100090387D and 100090388D
Original Stainless Steel Injecting Tube # 100078568D
Later Stainless Steel Injecting Tube # 100078568D
Original Brass Plunger # 100078554D
*Note: P.O. # not available for this part; Information available: purchased through Doug
McCorquodale (281) 242-1596, received 3/4/04, Manufacturing information: "Speedaire,
Mod: 6W102, Mft. For: Daton Electric Mfg. Co., Niles, IL 60714"
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B.5 The Mold
Shape:
Plastic is injected into the rear, bottom-half of the mold (see part drawing GeMS#
100094285D). The melt then splits as it turns upward (at a 90-degree angle), turns another
90-degrees inward, and finally enters the cavity from either side of the wire-connection. It is
an important characteristic of the mold that the plastic enters from two sides (through the two
gates). This is designed to help center the connection. The gates are structured so the coated
splice can be easily cut out of the mold and removed, followed by excess plastic being cut
out when there is no longer a risk of damaging the splice.
Though the direction of initial injection (from the side and into the bottom half of the
mold) has several positive aspects, a change should be considered. The current design
provides the simplicity of cutting the coated splice from the more accessible bottom-mold, as
well as having no other moving part other than the unencumbered top-mold. Additionally,
the current design of injection from the side (rather than above) was pursued for ease of
prototyping and because of concerns with melted plastic leaking from above onto the top of
the mold. However, these two issues are no longer concerns so the next generation design
should consider injecting from above. Reasons for injecting straight into the mold, without
the initial 90-degree turn, include the simplified cleaning of the flow path (which is
particularly important if cleaning becomes an issue over time).
The mold's cavity shape has been optimized using the "SCD Machine" (a wire-
insulation-repairing machine). Two dimensions of primary consideration are the length and
diameter of the cavity. Cavities that are too long or that have diameters that are too large are
likely to have the melt push the wire off-center. Cavities that are too short or have diameters
that are too small, risk the protrusion of the bent wire-connection to the edge of the cavity.
Insufficient insulation coverage can then occur. Another important dimension is the height of
the gates (the two paths of rectangular cross section that Teflon flows through in order to
enter the cavity from two sides). When the gates are too high, insufficiently heated plastic is
allowed to enter the cavity and air is likely to become trapped before it can escape the melt.
Concerning the important dimensions of the mold, machine shops may have particular
difficulty cutting the curved cavity correctly.
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Other characteristics of the mold include the mold pieces being clamped together by
tightening two screws going through the mold. In the future, it is recommended to supply
clamping force with a hydraulic clamp, in order to supply a high clamping force as well as a
quick release.
Material:
The mold, like the plunger and injection tube, is made of Monel K-500. This material
was chosen because of its corrosion-resistant properties. It is more difficult to procure, more
expensive, and harder to machine than other materials investigated, but it has significant
advantages because of the reduced cleaning required. Monel has been working well, but if an
even more corrosion-resistant alloy is desired, Hastelloy should be considered (such as
Hastelloy C-276 or MP 35). Note however, that since Hastelloy has a lower thermal
conductivity, is more expensive, and less readily available than Monel it is not recommended
unless an unacceptable corrosion problem develops.
Figure 31. Material selection is important because using a material that
corrodes easily will lead to contamination problems in the coating. In this
example, the Teflon coating (usually clear) has turned yellow from
contact with a copper mold. Changing to a mold made of Monel, during
the design-phase, addressed this issue.
Thermal Characteristics:
To assist in heating the mold, holes for heaters and thermocouples exist. Also, the
volume of the mold's material should continue to be minimized for faster heating and
cooling. In the future, an active cooling system could be added. The procedure on the
following pages can be used in designing additional molds and approximating their cooling
characteristics.
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B.6 Design of Heated Molds3 9 (including energy calculations)
Introduction:
This application guide, devoted to the application of electric
heating elements in various environments, is organized accord-
ing to a step-by-step method that is modified to handle specific
application problems.
Frst, the method is defined, then each step in the method is
described. Later in this section there are solved example prob-
lems to demonstrate solution techniques.
The approach uses a static heat transfer analysis in an effort to
clearly state the application solution. First level approximations
have been used roughout, and then supplemented with safety
factors. We encourage the use of more detailed thermal analysts
i the system warrants a more exact solution.
The physical proparties of mostcommonly used materials are
included in the General Engineering Data Section of this Appli-
cation Guide.
Steady State Approach
Because of the complex nature of transient heat flow calcula-
tions, we are utilizing a steady state approach. Transient cases
will be handled with a simplified technique that defines the
starting and finishing points, but doesn't allow for analysis of
points in between.
Energy And Power
Throughout this section heater ratings are established in units of
Power (watts). However, the Energy (watt hr) needs are first
estabjished and then converted to Power (watts). Energy is a
basic physical unit usually expressed in British Thermal Units(6TU) or watt hr. Power defines the Rate at which energy is
being used (BTU/hr or watts). Power and energy are related by:
Power (watts or BTU/hr) = Energy (watt. hr or )
Time (Hours)
This concept is extremely important. A heater has a Power
rating of 1000 watts regardless of time; however, the Energy
rating of this same 1000 watt heater is:
1,000 watt - hr (1 KWH) for 1 hour usage
10,000 watt - hr (10 KWH) for 10 hour usage
Method-Determining Requirements
Most electrical heating problems can be readily solved by
determning the heat required to do, the job. The heat require-
ifient must be converted to electrical power and the most
practical heater then selected for the job. WMither the problem
is heating gases, liquids or solids, the approach to determining
the power roquirement is the same. All heating problems involve
the following steps to their solution:
1. Definition of the problem. A brief statement and sketch of the
known requirements and parameters concerning the prob-
lem.
2. Calculation of heat energy required (KWH or BTU).
A. Losses-System Losses Under Operating Conditions
1. Conduction
2. Convection
3. Radiation
B. Heat Required for Process Start-Up.
C. Heat Required to Maintain Process.
D. Convert to Power.
3. Review application factors to evaluate the operating envi-
ronment, life requirements, mechanical considerations, and
operating costs.
4. Sewecton of the type, sizv, and number of ha
considering factors such as efficiency and total sy
5. Consideration of the temperature control method.
AJ nf thn anvrtmp ninr nths atn u s ti
e, WH!iU
tem cost
appirnach
Define Problem
Sketch-Statement
Calculate Energy (BTU or KWH)
Losses Start Up Operating
Convert to Power
(BTU/Hr or KW)
Review Application Factors
1. Temperature
2. Efficiency
3. Safe Watt Density
4. Mechanical Considerations
5. Environment
6. Life Requirements
7. Lead Considerations
Select Heater Type, Quantity, Size
Consider Control Methods
to their solution. The solved problems at the end of the section
istrate this method.
39 Watlow. "Watlow Electric Heating Technology" electric heaters catalog. pp. 332-336, 379-380. (As
distributed by Thermal Solutions, Controls & Indicators; 24310 Tomball, TX 77375, (281) 351-4328.)
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Defining the Problem
The heating problem must be clearly stated, specifically defining
the operating parameters:
-Minimum Start and Maximum Finish Temperatures Expected.
-Maximum Flow Rate of Heated Material(s).
-Required Start Heat-Up Time, and Process Cycle Times..
-Weights and Dimensions of Both Heated Media and Contain-
ing Vessels.
-Effects of Insulation and Its Thermal Properties.
-Electrical Requirements Such as Voltage, Control Methods
and Electrical Limitations.
-Other Requirements:
1. Safety Considerations
2. Heater Ufe Requirements
3. Efficiency and Cost Factors
,With these items in mind, an assessment must be made as to
whether enough information is available for problem solution.
Supporting information from the available body of reference
material will be required. As a minimum, the thermal properties of
both the process materials and the containing vessel will be
required.
Energy Calculations
Calculation of Heat Energy Required
The total heat energy (KWH or BTU) required to satisfy the
system needs will be either of the two values shown below
depending on which calculated result is larger.
a. Heat Required for Start-Up.
b. Heat Required to Maintain the Desired Temperature.
The power required (KW) will be the heat energy value (KWH)
divided by the required start-up or working cycle time. The KW
rating of the heater will be the greater of these values plus a
safety factor.
The calculation of start-up and operating requirements consist of
several distinct parts that are best handled separately. However,
a short method can also be used for a quick estimate of heat
energy required. Both methods are defined below and then
evaluated using the following formulas and methods:
Short Method
Start-up watts = A + C + %L + Safety Factor
Operating watts = B + D + L + Safety Factor
Safety Factor is normally 10% to 35% based on application.
A = Watts required to raise the temperature of material and
equipment to the operating point, within the time
desired.
B = Watts required to raise temperature of the material during
the working cycle.
Equation for A and B (Absorbed watts-raising temperature)
Specific heat
Lbs. of material (lbs) X of material X Temperature rise CF)(BTU / b - OF)
Start-up or cycle time (hrs) X 3.412
C = Watts required to melt or vaporize material during start-up
period.
D = Watts required to melt or vaporize material during working
cycle.
Equation for C and D (Absorbed watts-melting or vapo-
rizing)
Lbs. of material (Ibs) X heat of fusion or vaporization (BTU/lb)
b Start-up or cycle time (hrs) x 3.412
L = Watts lost from surfaces by-:
1. Radiation-use heat loss curves.
2. Convection-use heat loss curves.
3. Conduction-use equation below.
Equation for L (Lost conducted watts)
Thermal conductivity of Surface area Temp. differential
material or insulation X X to ambient(BTU - in/ft2 . OF - hr) W(F)
Thickness of material or insulation (ins) x 3.412
Detailed Method
Equation 1-Absorbed Energy, Heat Required to Raise
the Temperature of a Material
Because substances all heat differently, different amounts of
heat are required in making a temperature change. The specific
heat capacity of a substance is the quantity of heat needed to
raise the temperature of a unit quantity of the substance by 1
degree. Calling the amount of heat added Q, which will cause a
change in temperature AT to a weight of substance W, then 0 =
W . Cp. AT.
Example: How much heat energy in BTU's is needed to change
the temperature of 50 lbs. of copper from 1'F to 70*F?
o = W - Cp - AT or
o = (50 lbs.) - (.10 BTU's per lb./*F) - (60'F) = 300 BTU's
Since all calculations are in watts, an additional conversion of
3.412 BTU = 1 Watt. Hr is introduced yielding:
Equation 1-Absorbed Energy, Heat Required to
Raise the Temperature of a Material
01 (BTU) = W - Cp . AT
W . Cp - AT
0, (WH) = 3.412
01 = Heat Required to Raise Temperature
W =Pounds of Material
C, =Specific Heat of Material (BTU/lb. - OF)
AT =Temperature Rise of Material
ClTF - T,M,.W) 'F
This equation should be applied to all materials absorbing heat
in the application. Heated media, work being processed, con-
tainers, racks, belts, and ventilation air should be included.
Equation 2-Heat Required to Melt or Vaporize a Material
In considering adding heat to a substance, it is also necessary to
anticipate changes in state that might occur during this heating
such as melting and freezing. The heat needed to melt a unit
quantity of material is known as the latent heat of fusion and
represented by H, in the relationship 0 = W (weight) X H.
Another state change is involved in vaporization and condensa-
tion. The latent heat of vaporization H, of the substance is the
energ- required to change a unit quantity of the substance from
a liquid to a vapor. This same amount of energy is released as
the vapor condenses back to a liquid. The energy required is
given by the relationship 0 = W (weight) X Hy. It is important to
keep in mind that in both vaporizing and melting, the heat of the
system must be increased to make the change.
Example: How much energy is required to melt 50 lbs. of lead?
02= W- Hor
= (50 Ibs.) - (11.3-BTU/lb.) = 565 BTU's
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Equation 2-Heat Required to Melt or Vaporize a
Material
02 (BTU) = W. H, or W-
W.-H, W.-H,Q2 (WH) = W - H3.412 3.412
02=Heat Required to Melt/Vaporize
W = Pounds of Material
H, =Latent Heat of Fusion (BTU/lb.)
OR
H,, = Latent Heat of Vaporization (BTU/tb.)
This is a constant temperature process than can change the
specific heat value of the material. Separate heat absorbed
calculations are then required using Equation 1 for the material
below and above the phase change temperature which is used
as the reference point.
Equation 3-Losses
Losses occur in systems in three ways: conduction, convection,
and radiation. These values will be individually calculated and
then summed for total losses.
Conduction
Heat transfer by conduction is the contact exchange of heat
from one body at a higher temperature to another body at a
lower temperature, or between portions of the same body at
different temperatures. The transfer of energy takes place from
the higher temperature body to the lower temperature body.
As a rule, heat transfer by conduction is faster in solids because
of the more tightly packed molecules, and by the same reason-
ing somewhat slower in liquids, and slower still in gases on
account of their relative densities.
Problems involving the addition or subtraction of heat from a
system wherein conduction is the heat transfer mechanism can
be solved by using a derivation of Fourier's Law for steady state
conduction:
Equation 3A-Conduction Losses
QOL (BTU) = K.A.AT-t.L
L (WH) =- K.A.AT-t,3.412.L
QL1 = Conduction Heat Losses
K = Thermal Conducivity
BTU.In./Ft2.-F-Hour
A = Heat Transfer Surface Area (Sq. Ft.)
L = Thickness of Material (Inches)
T = Temperature Difference Across Material(T2-T1) -F
= Exposure Time (Hours)
This expression can be used to calculate losses through in-
sulated walls of containers or other plane surfaces where the
temperature of both surfaces can be determined or estimated. It
is also useful in determining losses in situations where a surface
loss factor Fs in Equation 3B is not known. Tabulated values of
thermal conductivity are included in this section.
Convection
Convection is a special case of conduction. Convection is
defined as the transfer of heat from a high temperature region in
a gas or liquid as a result of movement of the masses of the fluid.
Calculation of this factor is a difficult fluid dynamics problem that
is approximated by using empirically derived graphical data.
Care must be taken to recognize whether natural or forced
convection is occurring, and the appropriate curves utilized.
Equation 3B-Convection Losses
Q2 (BTU) = 3.412.A.Fs.CF*toQu (WH) = A-F&.CF*t.
Qu = Surface Heat Losses
A = Surface Area (In)
Fs = Vertical Surface Convection Loss Factor
(Watts/In2) Evaluated at Surface
Temperature (See Fig. 1)
CF = Surface Orientation Factor
Horizontal Top = 1.29
Vertical = 1.00
Horizontal Bottom = 0.63
t, = Exposure Time (Hours)
Radiation
For the purposes of this section, graphs are utilized to estimate
radiation losses and watts/in.2 vs. temperature. Charts give
emissivity values. The radiation loss graph shows losses from a
perfect blackbody and are not dependent on orientation of the
surface. Emissivity is used to convert the blackbody curve
values for various materials. Emissivity (e) has a range of 0 to
1.0.
Example:
At 500'F, blackbody losses are 2.5 watts/in2.Polished aluminum
(e=.09) losses are 2.5 watts/in2 Xe= .22 watts/in2.
Equation 3C-Radiatlon Losses
QL3 (BTU) = 3.412.A.Fs.e-t,
QL (WH) = A.F.e-tt
QL = Radiation Heat Losses
A = Surface Area (n2)
Fs = Blackbody Radiation Loss Factor (Watts/n2)
Evaluated at Surface Temperature
e = Emissivity Correction Factor of
Actual Material
t, = Exposure Time (Hours)
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Combined Convection and Radiation
Most curves combine both radiation and convection losses. If
only the convection component is required, then the radiation
component must be determined separately and subtracted from
the combined curve.
Equation 3D-Combined Convection and Radia-
tion Surface Losses:
QL4 (BTU) = 3.412.A.FsL.tg
QL4 (WH) = A-FSL t
Q 4 = Surface Heat Losses Combined Convection and
Radiation
A = Surface Area (In 2)
FsL = Surface Loss Factor (Watts/n 2) Evaluated
Combined at Surface Temperature
t, = Exposure Time (Hours)
This equation assumes a constant surface temperature and the
loss factor is to be evaluated at that point Graphs of heat losses
from various surfaces are included in this section. Their use is
illustrated by the example problems. Both convective and radi-
ant losses are normally taken into account by this method.
Total Surface Losses
The total conduction, convection and radiation losses are
summed together to allow for all losses in the power equations.
Depending on the application, some of these components may
be very small and assumed negligible. In the case of surfaces
where combined curves are used, the CL total is calculated in the
second equation as shown below:
Equation 3E-Total Losses
QO=QL +Q2+Qu if convection and radiation losses
are calculated separately. (Sur-
faces are not uniformly insulated
OR and losses must be calculated
separately.)
QL=QL1 +Q If combined radiation and con-
vection losses are used. (Pipes,
ducts, uniformly insulated bod-
ies.)
During start-up of a system the losses are zero, and rise to 100%
at process temperature. A good approximation of actual losses
will be obtained by applying Equation 3E at the process temper-
atures, and then multiplying the result by %.
Equations 4 and 5-Start-Up and Operating Power Re-
quired
Both of these equations estimate required energy and convert it
to power. Since power (watts) specifies an energy rate, we can
use power to select electric heater requirements. Both the start
up power and the operating power must be analyzed before
heater selection can take place.
Equation 4-Start Up Power (Wats)
Ps= [QC + .(-' -(1+S.F.)
t, 3 %,
where:
QA =
QC =
QL =
S.F. =
t, =
t, =
Heat Absorbed by Materials During Heat-Up
Latent Heat Absorbed During Heat-Up
Conduction, Convection, Radiation Losses
Safety Factor
Start-Up Time Required (Hours)
Exposure Time (Hours)
Equation 5-Operating Power (Watts)
PO= C6+O + a -(1 +S.F.)
tw t
whre
QB
QOD
QL
S.F.
tc
to
= Heat Absorbed by Processed Materials in
Working Cycle (WH)
= Latent Heat Absorbed by Materials Heated in
Working Cycle (WH)
= Conduction, Convection, Radiation Losses
= Safety Factor
= Cycle Time Required (Hours)
= Exposure Time (Hours)
Safety Factor
A safety factor of varying size is always added to allow for
unknown or unexpected conditions. The size of the safety factor
is dependent on the accuracy of the wattage calculation. Heat-
ers should always be sized for a higher value than the calculated
figur!. A factor of 10% is adequate for small systems that are
closely calculated; 20% additional wattage is more common.
Values of 20% to 35% should be considered for large systems
with doors opening or large radiant applications.
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Verification of Radiation Heat
Transfer Problems
Where the primary mode of heat transfer is radiation, the
problem solution must be verified using the Stefan-Boltzman
equation.
This equation is used to calculate the net radiant heat transfer
between two bodies.
Thermal radiation is electromagnetic radiation emitted by a body
proportional to its temperature. Radiation heat transfer occurs
when electromagnetic waves carry energy from hot objects to
cool ones. The following derivation of Stefan-Boltzman Law
expresses these relationships:
Q(BTU) = S-A. (Ti -T) . (_ 1 - FA~~+ -(T1 - ( el e
e1 02
For our purposes this expression is typically utilized as watts/in.2
where the process is assumed to be continuous and time equals
one hour.
Equation 6 - Radiation Heat Transfer Between Infi-
nite Size Parallel Surfaces
PR (watts) =
A (02)
where:
PR =
A =
S =
T1CR) =
T2(R) =
el =
02 =
F =
S-(Tf-TD(+ - 1 - F
(144 in/ft2) - (3.412 BTU/watt - hr)
Watts Absorbed by the Load
Area of Heater (in2)
Stephan Boltzman Constant
.1714 X 104 (BTU/Hr. Sq. Ft -R')
Emitter Temperature ('F + 460)
Load Temperature ("F + 460)
Emissivity of Emitter (0 to 1.0)
Emissivity of Load (0 to 1.0)
Shape Factor (0 to 1.0)
Both ermissivity and shape factor are measures of efficiency that
must be utilized in radiant heating applications. They are used to
compensate for different material emissivity characteristics and
for side and end losses due to radiation scattering. The shape
factors most used are for parallel planes facing each other
separated by a working distance. See graphs in this section for
values of F.
Power Evaluation
After calculating the start-up and operating power requirements,
a comparison must be made and various options evaluated.
Shown below are the start-up and operating watts displayed in a
graphic format to allow visualization of the various component
Losses r Conduction
% of Convection
IRadiation
(00
Initial Heat to
Melt or Vaporize (Oc)
Initial Heat to
Raise Equipment
and Materials (QA)
10% Safety Factor
Operating Losses
Conduction
Convection
Radiation
With this graphic aid in mind, the following evaluations are
possible:
1. Compare start-up watts to operating watts.
2. Evaluate effects of lengthening start up time such that start
up watts equals operating watts (use timer to start system
before shift).
3. Recognize that more production capacity exists than is being
utilized. (A short start-up time requirement needs more watt-
age than the processing wattage.)
4. Identify where most energy is going and redesign or add
insulation to reduce wattage requirements.
S.F
()L)
Having considered the entire system,
a re-evaluation of start-u time, pro-
duction capacity, and insulating meth-
ods should be made. The selection of
heaters will then be made utilizing the
most efficient system.
Process Heat-Melting or Vaporizing (OD)
Operating Process Heat to
Raise Product from T, to T2 (Os)
-1..-----1-------1------i I I I I I
St..tup Process
Time (Hours)
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Power Watts
10
S-
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7-
6-
5 -
4-
3-
2-
1 -
General Engineering Data
Heat Loss Graphs
Heat Losses at 70'F Ambient
How to use the graph
for more accurate
calculations
Table 1-
Convection curve correction
factors.
For losses from MUitply
top surtaces or convection curve
from horizontal value by 129
pipes
For sde surfaces Use convection
and vertical cuve directly
For botlom
surtaces
104 y
convection curve
value by .63
Radiation curve correction
factors:
The radiation curve shOws losses from
a perect biackhody and are not de-
pendent upon position Commonly
used block matonals lose less heal by
radiaor than a blackbody, so correc-
bon lactors ae appled. These Correc-
tions are the emmsivity (e) values list-
ed below.
Total Heat Losses
Radiation losses (curve value times e)
- Convection losses (top) + Convec-
tion losses (sdes) 4 Convection loss-
es (bottom) - Conducton losses
(were appkcable)
Heat Losses From
FgUre 1- Uninsulated Surfaces
cowfo - Von "ke suroo
Conimned radiation and onvectione -oxid al.ni -
Phnfln -' Ii -k badV
Ii.
'I
Some Material Emissivitles Table 2
Specific Emissivity
Material Heat Polished Med. Heavy
BTU/lb. T Surface Oxide Oxide
-lako 100
Aluminum 24
Brass
Coppei
lncoloy 800
Incono 600
Iron, cast
Lead, sold
Magnesium
NickeL 200
Nhrome, 80-2C
Soder. 50-50
Steel
rnd
staiciess 304
stainless 430
Tin
Zinc
10
10
.12
.1'
12
.03
.23
1'
11
04
.12
11
.11
054i
10
-- j 7
-4. - -
,w'Ii -- -'I
-I-
3 ~ ~ 34 1s 7I# so 20 3 40140 a
Loss"- (WAs p -Sqa -inc)
To estimate losses (watts) from uninsulated surfaces:
67 watts x surface area (t) x temperature nse (7) over
ambient (70*F) Osses (watts)
To estimate losses (watts) from Insulated surfaces:
.16 watts x surface area (fW) x temperature rise (F) over
ambient (70'F) losses (watts)
09 11 22 -
.04 .35 .61 Specific
.04 03 65 Material Heat Emissivlty
20 .60 92
.20 .60 92 8TUI/b.F
- .8 Asbestos 25
- 28 Asptkt 40
BKc) Wor K22
Caron Most non-metats
- - -GClass .20
- 6 .90
- - -
Paper 45
Pastic 2-
10 Rubbser 4017 75 8 Silicon Carbirie 20- 2317 .57 6 _
17 7 ~Textiles -17 -57 .8!
Wood, oak 57
25 Adlitlonal informalion on emss it 's is available liom Wa!Ow
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-1
'.-A
Heat Losses From Vertical
Insulated Surfaces Figure 2-
1. Based upon combined natural convection and 3. For molded ceramicfiber products and packed
radiation losses into 700 F environment or tightly packed insulation, losses will be
2. Insulation characteristics lower than values shown.For 2" or 3" Insulation multiply by .84k=.67 @2000* F. For 4" or 5" Insulation multiply by .81
26k -.83 @ 1000 F. For 6" Insulation multiply by 
.79
2400
16.0
2200 -----
2000
1800
1200-
600
400
2. .. " Insulation
0 .1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .9 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.7 1.8
Losses (Watts Per Square Inch)
Losses From Horizontal
Metal Surfaces
1400 - - --- - - --
1300 -
1200-
1100
1000 A~
900 C0-*
800 &e
700 * oq
6W0
500
Losses (Watts Per Square Inch)
* For Itnqxa nf molten metal surfaces, use the curve e = .40.
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Figure 3-
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C.2 Coating the Connection
Heating and Applying Pressure:
Resources for developing Heating and Pressure Profiles:
Heating and pressure profiles were developed via theory and experimentation. Useful
resources include: DuPont's "Injection Molding Guide for Teflon FEP, Teflon PFA and
Tefzel" (included on the following pages), books on injection molding, and DuPont's
technical support (http://teflonindustrial.custhelp.com). Input from previous users of the
"SCD Machine" (the wire-insulation-repair machine), in addition to experimenting with the
SCD Machine and the current injection molding machine, were helpful in gaining
information and understanding as well as troubleshooting during profile development. The
new injection system, designed for this project, is ideal for further experimentation, including
fine-tuning of the profiles preparatory to the design of the final manufacturing equipment and
processes.
Equipment:
Heating is accomplished with one cable heater (120V/240W, 0.062" diameter,
unwound length of 24", wound length of 2" around a 3/8" tube), 8 cartridge heaters (each
120V/150W, 0.25" diameter, length of 1.25"; 4 heaters per plug), and thermocouples (K-
type, sheath length of 0.75"). The operator currently uses the control consol (3 zones,
ramping controller, capable of 4 recipes with 8 steps each) to manually regulate the
temperature.
Pressure is applied using standard shop air.
Optimization:
Further optimization of the heating process would focus on automating it and
minimizing the time required to complete the process. The controller can be programmed to
automatically run heating profiles. For the current injecting machine, designing a longer
heating coil and tube would reduce the preparation time between each heating cycle by
making pellet-feeding less frequently required. Automating the procedure with a more
sophisticated pellet-feeding system, such as one involving cold-feeding Teflon pellets or
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powder with a screw mechanism, would be desirable in the manufacturing version of the
injection machine. Adding fans, fins, or heat sinks would also improve the process by
reducing cooling time.
Further optimization of the injecting components should consider a way to sense
pressure drops (particularly during cooling) and regulate them. Valves for adjusting the
pressure of the system should be automated in response to measured temperatures and
include feedback.
Applying Tension:
In future optimizations, the use of a force meter in conjunction with wheels (Figure
32) should be investigated for applying tension to the wire. Quick release clamps should also
be investigated. (A suggested supplier for such force gauges is Stroud Systems, a Chatillon
distributor: www.chatillon.com/tx.html.)
Figure 32. Applying tension using a
force meter and wheels
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C.3 Injection Molding Guide for Teflon FEP, Teflon PFA, and Tefzel
INJECTION
MOLDING GUIDE
FOR
TE"!O
TEFLOflPFR
TEFZEL
FLUOROPOLYMERS
INDUSTRIAL
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Melt Processible
Fluoropolymers
A Fomly of Resis With
Unique Propedes
Du Pont produces a forny of fluo-
ropolymer resins to meet a wide
range of demfarding end-use
recouirement& They have gained
widespread recognon for their
unique properties and design
versatility which are helping to
solve some of industry's toughest
mateots procems Common to
al Du Pont ftuxropofymers areL
" AutstandIng chemwcos resistance
* HOVg -temperature ressance
* Anti-stick chorocteristics
* Exellent dlelectnc properties
" Outstanding resistance to
weather and aging
A sumimory of the phy cal
properties of TEFI.ON- Ruoro-
carbon resin and TEFREV fluoro-
polymer resin is stxown in Table I
on page 4.
The Melt Pvocessible Resins
The menl processible fluorpolymer
resns extend the product line by
providing the desirable properties
of IEFLO- PTf+ fluorocarbon resins
in products that con be processed
by convenhanal thermoplastic
techniques, such as injection
nrrolding and elrusion.
Appolcations encompcm those
where igners and end users
require a thermoplastic vth excel-
lent chemncol stabffity. dielectric
propertesan r-stick chcwocteslics
and mechanical strength for use
in extrere high- and low-.
temperature ernw nents
Th versatile fomily of melt proc-
essible Ruoropolymer resins is
avollabie from Du Pont to meet
specific end-use requirements
and proceilng needs:
T  LCW FEP Muuorocawn resn-
TEFLON' FEP i rated for service to
400F/204'C and retains the
cherical resistance and dieeec-
tric strength of TERON PTF(
forocarbon resn
* TFFLON* PFA fluorocarbon resin -
1EFLON, PA is a premium per-
farmance resin with good melt
processing characteistics and
unique thermal stabiTy. It offers
hightemperalure strength and
stiffness: excellent stress-crOck
resistonce: high fex life and
excalent electrical properties
Its high temperature wvlce
rating is 5Of%/260"C and it resists
virtuany oil chemicals
* ItFZtt fluoropolymr'-TEF2FL'
is a strong, tough material w4ith
cheical res4tonce electrIcal
propertes and aging resistance
approaching those of WFW
fluorocorbon resns. Rated or
use to 30O'F/ I 5C TWFZE' haw~s
4"Collont proesng properties
usingconventional thermoplastic
techniques
Fluoropolyrmer resins are dtfferenWt
from most other therMolOstcS
sinice they have higher melting
points and hAgher melt viscosities
Accordingt. TEFLON, and TEFZEL'
require relatively high processing
temperatures and slow tnlecton
rates. SPecial consideration for
rmold design is needed because
of the molding characeristics of
these ross also process equip-
ment needs to be constructed of
corron-resistant materiats
Thermai Sloblilly
The flow rate dened as the
numoer of gramS molten oly-
rye that flows through the ocifice
of a rheometer in ten minutes.
is invrsely proportional to the
viscosity of the motten polymer
Use of a healed -Yulated, and
Wermostotlcally controtled labor-
Otory melt indexer (comprising a
cylindor and a weighted piston
copabe of forcing molten resin
though on ortfice at the bottom
of the cylinder) permts occurate
mrieasurement Of flow rates for
TERON- and TEFZEL- resins:
(See Table 2 and figure 1)
Since thermal degradation
ot oooyvnenc malenCtektis a time-
temperature dependent phenorn-
enon, carefUi mneosurement ct
te Increase in the VOw rate Ca
polymer duing processing pro-
vides an excellent technique for
nonitoring thermal degradation
og injection molded parts cuing
the nanufacturing process
The effect of temperoture and
hold-up time upon the flow fate
of TEFOW anod TEFZEL- resirs IS
shown on Figures 2.3 and 4 on
page 6 With TEFLON FfP, dato
show little significant change in
properties if the change in flow
rto, due to termal degradation
is less tan 10%, With TEFLON PFA.
o change of up to 20% may be
tolerated without a sgnificant
effect on end-use properties For
If ZEL fluoropotymers the flow
rate may increase by as much as
50% wvthout signiicont change in
tensile or eongaton properties of
the resin Such changes con be
measured before any serious
losses in irTortant end-produict
properdes occur This provides
sufficient time for corrective
action to be taken by a techni-
cian so that the proper process
varicKies may be altered to
prevent serious damage to
production
Although discoloraion or smallbubble formation normally idi-
cotes resin degrodat1cX dark
color con occur in the resin melt
from equipment coffoson pro-
ducts or from trace amounts of
ss therroly stable resins.
Conliued operation at condi-
thons causing thermal degoada-
tion of the resin con result in block
specks or streaks of coritornnwa-
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Tovig I Properfos at Fluoropotyrners Par Inlection Mokng
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i-IC" V"rS
ruxTLue Ursmected
i PTsng Oqgen InceW DA2&3
Fame katino
irrvoej Sftwxth. 73:F
23'C
Cte I
Chwtic. tv esvor-re " ,
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712SO 1 ireit
j"m
i9b|ln
J".mn
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C 076
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n1 Lt-<k yj break y) btre fu vowk r-< tw2ik
2 S 3. 20
1335 *868 14D a
'w MB"00A
E__c______ )n C mF*cf4a 50irc.
-- 4 niirdmaI ?t%3r-k#-gY4W iti it rv74 f.l-v- -, pvwz" if rene-t4d I "~ 'y -" nr -Cten ,- Lrw ctfuif 1W rCiW~y~
-'i ftf V, fwhrecix~ea 41 'IC FW41no~
hozv' Snoe the infection mooding
temperatures required for TEFLON*
ond TEFZEt* wilI decompose mnyr
otrw fthermoisics, it is abso-
lkjt*y necmSSary that the molding
equipment be thoroigtW
cieaned of such materials before
mol*" TWOt fluorocarbon
cwnd TEFZEL fropolmer retsins
Shoukd contamwnahon occui it Is
wnpeW&tive that molding cease
until the cause for the contomino-
ion s discovered The eouIpment
should then either be thorougQy
purged or 0emSwfoled ano
scrupihous'v cIened before
restartwng the mokdng pocess
Table 2. TyacoI Row Ros (FR) kr FluooOTymerS
FR, grams
per 10
Resin GrOe minuIS
TER.O- FEP 1C0 7
Measured at 707413 720C 140 3
ASIM Method D2116 10 12
[EFLO PFA 340 14
Measued at 702413720C 350 2
ASTM MetIod D3307
IEFZELr 210 23
Meaoured at 6?f /29 7"C 200 7
ASTM Method D3159 280 4
Resin Row Properti
Mlell froclu In molten potymer
occurs when the veocdty of the
blowing resin exceeds the cntical
velocity (the point wtwe the inter-
nofiM fow stresses in toe molten
4
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ASIM
Sanion I
Moliing Pint
Units
04
Rgwe I
Row Rates of TEFLOW FfP and PFA and IEFZEL v. TempeolWuse c
Constant Shoot Swrn.-TypkI Values
7emporature. F
100
90
so
70
60
50
40
30
20
600 650 700 750 600
100
90So
70
60
50
40
30
20
109
a
7
6
5
3
2
1
290 310 330 350 370 390 410 430 450
Temperoture. "C
5
114
1 - -- --
ETEFZELE 20
TERON PFA 340
TERO(W FEP 100
AI
T EFLOW F EP 1 40 -
_TERON PFA 350
TEFLON* FEP 160
SiondIrd Bow Rone ~
ot TEON' FEP ond PFA
measumd ct 702*7/377C
IEFZEL' meosused of 567*F/297"C
10
9
a
7
6
5
4
3
f
2
i
msn emceed the meft strength of
te resin). Arthough melt fracture
can occur with any frermopolastc
matewal, the crncal velocity at
wilch ItI occurs witM TEON and
TEFZEL* Is much lower than most
therroptsic materlofs A port
molded under melt fracture cor-
dMons may have a cloudy or
frosty surface. o, in the case of
TEFLON FEP and PFA. ft may
be Intemoy ftraCtured or deam-
noted with a nornaly appearing
WTooth and shiny surfOce.
There ore tvee possible tech-
lcjues for oilmtnafing melt
rocture:
1I Reduce the rean velocity by
enxgIng the runners gates.
or cevltes& ond/or using a
ower ram speed
2 Increase the cwtCi flow toe
by increasong the melt
tefeoture or the moid
temTperoture
3 Reduce heat oss by shorten-
ing t" distance through whscf-
the resin must fSaw to fill the
cavity (e g multqpde gates),
The three preventive possibilies
are lirited as reredeiS howvtW.
since too s&ow an njectson fote
may cause the resin to solKty
before the mold cavity is flued.
Aso. tmer ore ImIts as to hrow
much the mold area may be
enlrged without adversey affect-
ing the desgn, Mxirnum mod
temperature is firmited since it
directly offects product pcarme
ters like ejectabeity. suaOce finish-
worpage. shrinkage, and crock-
ing, wNle maxirrvum rmt
temnperature is limited by reswn
degrodatain
Rgure 2
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Equipment for
Injection Molding
Attnou hIt is posstble to inject son
rmold TEaOf- and TEFZEV in ram
type equipment, the recapocct-
Ong screw machine e recon-
mended because the screw pro-
duces a thoroughly plasticoted,
unforr melt and provides a
much rmore efflctert transmission
of pressure to the molten resin
flowing into we mold
Addioral inherent adivantages
for thfe r~ocatirv Screw
machine over the orm type
unit are
I Fewer sites for possibie resin
stagntion
2 Better dispersion of flers or
pigments in the melt
3 Los eon hokl-p ime
4 HIgher possible melt tempero-
tures, wIth less thermal
Matedlos of Construction
Since molten TEFLON" ftuoro-
Corton and TFFZEL* flucropohyrie'
resins are conostve to most mtoa.
it is most important that conrosion-
resstont metals be used for at
parts in continuous contact wIth
the molten resin The only excep-
ton to ths rule is for short, prolo-
type runs. Irces of corosion
products that accumulate on
the metal suuaces con break
away, contominoting the finished
product. and posly y versy
oitectin ptvico Propeies~ it
is suggested that '-astelcly' C,.
"Haste"o" C-276'. -Duronicket.!
of '1Onei" be used for "e screw
odpter and nozzle For the
cylinder Nnlng the use of Xo"o
3(9" "ftx"i lRelloy or *9emnen
is suggested
Since high operating tempera
tures are the rule, rt is recom-
mended that a high temperture
resistant thread lubricant such as
'Nvur Seer be used to fctiMate
ease of machine part cdsassembly
Because the mold Is moAn-
Pained of terperatures below the
melting point of the resin. the cor-
rooon rate of the maid surfaces,
will be less than for other ports of
me machine. Except for long pro-
duction rums unpioted molds of
hardened toot steel. hardened
stoinless steel, or high quality
chrome of rckel plated material
may be Satisfactory. For long runs
more coeosion-relstant materials
of construction might be deisrable
Screw Desgn
Figure 5 Is a schematic dlagam
depictg recommeded screw
design for molding TEFLON' and
TEFZEL resins It is a meedng type
screw with a metering sectIon
which occui.es 25% of the total
ngth The screw should have o
constant pitch and a *Qht depth
ratio ftom the foeod section to the
metering section of 3 1 For TEfZEL-
V1t U WOb COWc C~pcv"*W1 iQtX1 W a^vrja9wwmn N 4M1
vveem noy-a ty MO CCPari1 P0 Ohd
vy tic 3 r2 Rood Now nunW.
4*tVA~~w .r 0~~~u h. ~A004celes""t so 2-A ona
meoy &Wal Gr-43H R A endA) -"m
Fgure 5
SchoermAmC of Screw Design Icr Irjection Molding WIRON * and rFZn
MID UCTION rRAN K O
DPch
sugg~iled mernsionf ci screw
0o11' c teed Oomd cr rneleing 111dth crlorreler (0) PMch (P) carW (hq) soc* (h) -)d (W)
in. (mm) in (mr) in (MM) in (MM) in (mm)
2
2
(381)(445)
(508)(635)
I "t
2
2
(38.1) 0255 (65) 0085 (2159)(445) 0291 (74) 0097 (2 464)(50.8) 0 3YJ (6A) 0110 (2 794)
(63,5) 0.4n (107) 0140 (3556)
0150 (3.810)
0175 (4445)
0 2CC (5080)
0 250 (6 350)
7
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It is recomnrwxied that a 3-turn
tranrsiton zone be used. while for
TEFLOW* a -turn transfthn sectIon
is rcormendedt Aithugh other
screw de*Og have boon used
%cesfultv. the two desgns
described oe recommended.
Nozzle
Figure 6 shows a cowventional
type, reverse tapered nozzle
recomrnended for TEFLON fluoro-
corbon and TF-ZEL* fluoropotvmer
resins The bore Should be Os large
as pouatle and tapered to loe-
vent dead spots or rapid changes
n resin velocity The sprue should
eWtend into the nozzle - to 1 in./
13 to 25 mm to prevent tormo-
ton of a cold slug. An included
angle of 4 is suggested to permvr
the materiol in the tapered por-
nof the nozzle to be withdrawn
Vth the shot To decrease the
pssibitty at peening the nozzle
bore. which in turn could preent
removl of chilled material frn
the nozzle, it is recomrwmwnied
that the radmus of the nozzle orifice
emcit be 10 .TilIs/0.25 mm as indi-
coted in Figure & To provide a
smooth. unintert4Od flow path.
the nozzle bore must match the
odcpter and be equipped with
its own separote heater and
temperoture control.
Non-Rum VOWO
The nan-reirn ar check ring vatve-
shOwn in Fgu"e 7 prevents "*
molten resin from flowIng back-
word oong the screw ffghtsduring
the injection process the flow path
must be streamlined and the joint
oetween the vorve and the screw
must be smooth and tght in order
to avoid areas of stagnant resin
now or holdup. The tip of the screw
hiould be pointed to proide a
sOrearvmned flow path for the resin
and to reduce the free volume in
kont of the screw otter wntechon
A Ei*wg volve will couse poor
control of parl pocking and
tolerances
Figule 6
Cornentbonol Rwerse Tbp~eO Noule
RAO"
To sUT
0.25o mm
12hrmr4%5 m
MI PMFE LEMIiGI
Rguie 7
Deign of AoteOr and Norniurn volv
WING CYLPER
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Smear Head
A smoor hood. Figuoe 8. which
can be used in ploce of a non-
retun volve, Is a device that uses
a small dianetral clearance with
the cylinder over on exended
lond length, thus restricrig
backward meit flow during the
injection stroke of the Ctmw, When
the screw is rotating during retac-
tion. the mnt is frced forward
through a narrow onnuluL thts
shearing or smearing action
increases mefl temperature.
impeaves mixing and reduces
effect v& pokdng poessure. The
smear hood may be preferred
over the non-eturn valve for
the folovwrV rasor*
* Less tendency for twsin stagnation
SLower possibilty of averpack.
ing the mold (with attendant
delamrnatlon for TERON-)
" Less tendency to form stmeaks in
the mokd Pari
* Less cibrwkon on relathvely so"
corroioTn-resistant alloys
It is suggested that a check ring
nonretun vcOve be used when
injection molding TEfZR' 210. due
to the resin's lower scoety When
melding TERON PFA and F(P or
TEFZEL 200 and 280, a smeor
head would normoy be used in
place of the non-ireturn vctve,
Check rings may be con-
structed of Hostekvy C or Monet
400. Since no indestruct*ae mate-
ril of construction for check w*ngs
is known. wearing of the check
ring should be montored
Tempefatute Control
It Is recomrmended that thwee Inde-
pendently controlled hoater zones
be used icr the cylinder and one
for the odaptor A separate con-
troller should be used on the noule
The heater controters must be
capable of accurate temperature
contol up to X*F/371iC for T1fZEL*
and up to 800*F/427*C for
TERON* FEP and PFA this level of
control requires a heater wart
density of 30 to 40Wfin/4.6 to
6.2 W/cfrn.
Figu0Ie
5mrw Hea
H>h
HydruLic System
When Injection molding TEFLON-
fluorocarbon and TEFZEL' fluoro-
polymer resins it 4 ofen necssory
to use on extremely slow njection
rate in order to avoid eiter surface
or interro met fracture the
hycraulic system. therefore. should
be capale of producWng 0 very
uniorm and controlled ram speed
as slow as 60 seconds per shot A
higher nectbon rate is permissible
with TEFW* 210 since it does not
melt fracture as readity as other
Oluaropolyms Thus, the hydraulic
system must be capable of pro
ducing high fates of ram speed os
weB as vwy low rates
Sreomining
It is most important for the entie
11ow patt of the resin through the
mochine to be streamlined and
that there be no areas of stagno-
tion. Localized holdup, such as
HI f4
rrny east in the non-return valve
ci a reciprocating screw machine,
con lead to thermal degradation
of the resin and unocceptobo
Production.
Sizng Injection Mochis
in conrunctton wtM the weight of
the part and the runner. these
melt denstimes should be cornd-
ered for odeQuate injection
moc hine size at notral processing
conditons:
-for TEFLON FEP ond PFA
- 0054 lbs/In) (- 1492 Ko/m3)
- for TEFZE1 -004 7 R/nW(- 1298 Kg/rr9)
Clamp tonnage should be appro-
pnote to coly mold poessume and
the area of the mold cavity which
wWi oppose th clamp tonnage.
One expect thatoa clamp pssure
of 5 ton/in.7 of protected area
should be adequate ftx mokling
parts from Ou Pont fluoropormers
Q
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Mold Design
Matedolis of Constfuction
Mod cavities con be constructed
from ccrosion-resistant motenalsjuch as Hastelloy C. Monel. or
Duranicke. but these rnatenits
Orovide a degree of corrosion
resistance for greater than ts
usually necessary Shcxud unpro-
tected tool stel or hardened
stainless steel be used, the mold
should be thoroughly Ceaned
before storage wfh a moderaty
odkiire material (ag. ommoniia
water). died, and coated with a
rust preventotnve to avoid rusting
and pr~ing. This procedure is par-
tocukrty imprtant where higlh
hunrdity conditions prevoll fOust-
ing and pitting mov be avoided
by plating the mold with either
nickel or chrome (chrorre should
not be used with TEFLON- PFA) to
a thickness dt W to I rrAl/001 3 to
0025 mm; to avoid stripping the
plating from the mold. use a high
uaulty plate devoid of pinholes,
sprue BusNng
The diameter of the sprue bushing
should beo loOst 'A in /1 6 men
greater In diameter than the mcmn
runner and just slightly greater
than the noie oreice Generally.
a standard taper ot %or 4 in /ft/4
or 6 mmVm is used
Runners
in oc'er to minirrze both hoot and
pressure losse, karge diameter, full
round runners or the shrtest pos-
sAble length should be used A
second prelerence would be
tsopezotdal cunners wfuch are
usuxty easer to moctmne than
round rurwnes. Runner wlls shouod
be free of any restrictons and
should blend1 smoothly into the
gates
Gernrallv. the ticker the molded
iOrt, "e larger and shorter th"
runner shctAd be Ports of average
thicknss up to apprcAlmately
0 5 in-/12 7 mm. requwe a runner
ci'arreter co 0 25 on /6 4 mm or
larget. Thicker parts require the
runner diameter to be ') to ix the
thickness of th-e port The runner
length or lOout dictates the
amount of scrap produced and
the presure roo Both 'boonced"
and -lateal'" runner systems are
sromn in Fgure 9 A runner sytem
is *'banced" when the resw ow
distances between cavities and
sprue are equal When enumber
of cavities results en a complex or
egthy ren flow the -bolanceer
runner systn is not recommended.
A "latera runner system con be
used with both short and long
resin flow distance5 in most
instance&
Gotes
Gates should either be as large as
possible or elirminated atogether
The lknd. or length. of the gate
should be kept very st. Rec-
tangulor tab or ton type gates,
generousf flared into the mold
cavity, are prterred over round
gates since they prooe a rrxe
FIgure 9
Runr" "'terns Used in IrcWIon Molding
BALANCEO PJNNEQ
LAiRAL tUNNEP
10
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eectve means of reoucing Shess
In the resin. Round gates generatay
ore easer to rerroe from a part
bWA do not permit the some degree
of independent contrao of camty
MRu and gate ftee-time as rec-
tangukcr gates do The thickness(Comrter) af the gate shoud be
!, to Ix the thickness of the part
Transiltions from the runner to the
gate to the part should be smooth,
with no abrpt changes in the
direction of resin flow.
Diphrogrn or ring gates con
be used for molding cylondrtcol
parts where Concentricity is cnhcco
Or where weid lines cannot be
toieroted PinpoIni gates shculd
be avoided except when molding
smol poCts which are injected
very rpdty as wIth IEFZR- fluo-
ropolyrner resin, Tunnel gating. as
shown in Fgure 10. con also be
used to' TEFW
Gate loohons should be at the
ft&DVng ponat
* Where the part wll not be Nghpy
stressed by bending motion or by
impact while In use.
" So that weid lines occur in non-
CrticCW areas
* Wherever &ising the gate
site would be unnecessay or
* At or near the thickest section In
order to mlimize sink marks and
to avoid pushing rem through o
thin section to fAN a thicker one.
* At locotlor consistent with vent-
ing requirerfentsr (vents ore
nrmallrKY required at weld ines
04 at the bcotomof blind cavties)
* In the center at a circular part.
iF.guoe 10
1w""el Go9
/ N /
7\
Other Considerations
when the necessay funchonal
and oppeorance requements oa
the part have been estoblished.
the fInal part design should oe
made with the fonowing consid-
arations in rrind
* Generous fmeting.
* Streamlined ongles and inter-
sections
* UnIfrM wafl thickness (if dfferent
woll ticknesses ore required,
blend as graduotty as possib6e)
" SimpOcily (the overal design
shouid be kept as slnmle as
possibe),
In addition. the following are
good practices for considertoron
* Post-Moidng operations such as
drilling holes an the oarl are
usua*f preferred to the incorpo-
ration of pins
* The number Of cOvities should
decrease as the cormplexity of
the part Increase
* Jetting the raped flow of a tin
resin strecrn crossamodcavwv
should be avoIdeK.
Mold Heofing
Nthough a mold con normoy be
heated by use of a high temrpero-
ture cicuatwg ait heater, ~1en
an Injection molding process
roquires a mold temperature in
excess of 375-F/191uC. eiech-icOl
heating should be used. Both
ralves of Whe rod should be
ns.J1loted from the platens to
redce hoao losses Sheets of
"Transite" board 0.25 in./6.4 mm
thiCk are sotsfoctory for this
PpoSe,
:xf- MwAi t -Ccyrw keniv-4m Rom t6or, CO WV P
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Dimensional
Considerations
Tolefonces
The achevemrent of close toler-
once molding is contingent upon
precise control of operothg
parometers. such as reen feed
rot to tt cyinder. cynWder and
melt temperature. rom or screw
speed. prossure, and the overal
cycle, aNt of which must be kept
constant Mold design is also a
critical factor in meeting specified
toleronfces
In amy nonufcturIng orocen,
as tolerance requiernents tighten.
the process becomes more com-
plex and expensive. Generally.
plastic ports are capable of funw-
tioning with weder tolerances than
metal counterparts because of the
higher Mnheren resliency of plt ic
Fgue 11 shows some suggested
toiliances for plastic parts
A few general comments and
cautions elOWtng to tolelonces are
" Tolerances should never be
spced clow thon rocoseary
" Cost increases *fW' close
tolerances are specified on
weri dimensons of a part
" Do not specify close tolerances
for poas with mocv vanotlons In
wal thickness.
SIt Is not good practice to spcity
fkne'olerances ocss a partng
Ww or for dimensions controed
by movobe coesor sidng coms
lble 3. Erowmted Maid Sh**Oge
Tthness 49
Molded Ariede ShF*kog.
in, (MM) mt, In, (MM/M) %
i/6
1/4
1/2
3/4
(3 2)(64)
(12 7)
(191)
Shrnkage
Listed below are the basic factors
aflecting the shrinkage of prts
Inectlon meoded from fluoro-
polymers:
* Increasng either part thickness
or mold temperature increases
the pat shvr*oge. since change.
of this nature result In a slower
coong rOte far the part, wico
in turn produces a Ngher level
of crystalwty (order) along with
sorme relaitation in Internal
Wesses
e Most plastic pars exhibit dCrec-
toonal shrinkage dilfferences
pal shrinkage is lowest in the
direction of resin flow due to
the relatively high degree cif
molecular rIentalkyn in that
direction. Generolly, the straight-
or the path. the wer the
shrinkage, which leads to the
conclusIon, that it is adv.ttsq~l to
design the pat and locate the
gates so as to create the
straightest now path in that
directIon having the grOtest
estriction upon dimensIonal
tolerance,
" An Increase In rectWin psimeue
causes a deease in shrinkoge
* Generall. parts mcided at
hIgher stock teperOtures well
exhibif hler rnold ihrinkoge.
* The addition ci filer materal
reduces part tVWflkage.
" Table 3 shows estimated mold
shrinkage versu thickness for
TEFLOW FEP and PFA
" Figure 12 shows esthmted mold
shenkage versus thickness for
lEFZEL*.
e Figume 13 shows estimated mold
shrinkage versus m"d temnpera-
lure lloi TEFZEL*
35-40 3.5-40
40-45 4045
45-50 450
50-60 50
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gure 13
Mold Snrnkoge vs,
Heat Toting
Heat treatmenw or onneOlng. 6 o
process wtikch minamizes the
shr"nage expertenced by a part
dlong Its opeottanal 100 Anneol-
Ing cansasts of evpos*ng a molded
pOrt to o temperOture $lghtty
higher (cpprudmote# 150F/
5-C) than its intended operating
temveroture cv oppornxotely 15
minutes per U125 W.175 men of
parl thicknoa and then ccOWVn
very Oowy; the time is mneasured
from the poinh at which the parl
reaches the desired temverature.
The slow cooling atcws velaxatlon
of iWternal stmeu thus m~innziWng
ory dimensional change during
the e0ce Ife of the part
the actual omount of aditional
s*rnkage Induced by anneolng
is a function cl mold temperature.
s0 the hotter the mold. tthe 1eu
shtrikoge ison upon Ynnwlng
the part This suggests that I the
maid tempeottre were to be set
at a point higher than the service
temperature of the port. no
adaional arineo" wld
be requid.
EXAMPLE: FIgure 14 shos the
mlationuhip between shrinkoge,
inocue by hot toactment and
mold temperature. in thisexomcle,
the plaque swIn wn FIgure 13
hod been heat Oged Var 72 hours
at 30(rF/149C. The data show
that odaltionol shuf*age inomed
by hoot tmOrtment approoches
theorder of 0 10% os the mold
temperature opproaches 275*F/
135C.
Moka teemrtuse ror 1EIEL 200
.- I.L
1 | _
.4- 26 lir%VE
E 60
40
30
20
10
3A in,
Maid lempeate. 9C
100 126 150
-on-Oe DDoecon
*-m-----Fow escon
200 250 300
Mod iompo a.'F
Ppt Thickne 0125 an,3 2 mm
MAW lepwroe 6264WF330-45"C
InlictiwO Preaua 70-t0000 p@L/50-70 MPa
Figure 14
WIr*ogo aftr Heat TWmen vs. Mold Tmereeature
kx Plaue of gue 13 (ERZEL a20)
Mois lenperabine 0C
I;
5
70
6.0
SD
4.0
30
2,0
10,
M0 125 150
lamwwe Dkedlon
Ro Dk %bo
07
06
0.5
031
0.2
01
2W 200 300
MOd UwOlIOure, "F
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Molding Operation
Shutdown and SPortup
Procedure
If molding equipment is turned off
without tolowing proper stiutown
procedure rsin degradation
may occur and severe corroeon
of the equipment could also esu t
It the equpment i$ constructed of
non-coitosion resistant materais
When overnight shutdown without
cleanup is desred the folow-
ing shutdiwn procedure Is
recommended:
I Reduce al temperae con-
trilers to te folbowing lsve:
a) 6&XF/316*C for TEFLOI? PFA
or FEP tuorocarbon resins
b) 55ObF12840C far 1EFMEL*
fluoropo4ymrw resin
2 when all temperiotures have
been dropped to the levels
indicated in Step 1. purge the
machine too drvy ondltcrio.
eave tme lrvection screw i te
forward posit and %llOy
shut of the power supply.
The restart proceduse is as lollow&:
i Starting wvth the temperature
controllers for the nozzle, then
tor the odapter. then the rear-
barrel. fololwed by the front
barrel and finally the nddle
barre sequennIlly roes all the
temperature controllers at each
zone to the follovhng levels
a) 600*F/316*C Jor TEFLON* PFA
or Ft P
b) 56(rF/24*C for TEFZEt
A heat soak of i hour may be
necessary to melt al ren and
heat oal metal components to
these set terrveratures
2 Start the mmchine slowly afte
al temperatures have stabiized.
setting the temperature con.
trollers to operating level,
3 Commence production when
operating temperatures have
been reached
Cleanout Procedure
The following steps outline a sug.
gested cleanout procedurer
I While mlntolrwVg operatng
ternveratures, start rotating the
screw and conhnue to rotote
it untd the resin ceases to Sow
from the nozzle
2 Reducecy1indertenperatures to
the following levels
a) 6el'O/316*C for TERON* PFA
or FEP
b) 55F/264-C for TEFZEL-
3 Shut off the screw and remoe
both thenozzleond the adopter
Be sum to clean the nozzle
whIe It Is hot, with a soft metal
scaper and copper mesh Oven
burnout Is not required and
oAd be avokied
NOTE- Al this point a purge corn-
pound of ground cost acrylic or
polvethylene may be used when
molding either TEFLON, FEP or
TEFZEL6 resn
4. Skaw~vyremve the hot screrivrom
the c~iinlet. cleaning it w~th a
S brush
5 Clean the inside of the cy4snder
with copper mesh wapped
around a boler tube brush for
a tight lit; then wipe the cylinder
clewn with a int-free cloth
When operatIng in equipment
constructed of corrosIon-resistant
metal ils perrasable to leave a
purge (either ground cost ocryfic
or pvethylene shooting) in the
equipment overnight without
darger of domage to the metal.
Basic Operating Condlions
TypICaO basic operating condatlons
(re listed in Table 4. Some oddi-
licnal basic guidelines re Isted
below
Mel Tmpexotut
(resn IwAng the nozzle)
* Decease the melt temperature
as holdup time is increased
" Runner. gote and orfice size
are oddtonal lactors to be
considered
Te.Vmp um PKAN
* When operating with high men
temperature and a long holdup
time (10 to 16 rins). ttwe rear
zone should be set at a lower
temperature than the front
zone in order to mnimize resin
degodatin
" when operating with short hold-
up times. the temperature of the
front and eor zones Vwoud be
set at the sone point.
couples the ac hire size. the
speed and the ty" of the ineC
tion screw. shot size, and Cycle
time are ddtilonal factors fr
considerftion
Occasionally, hgh melt temper-
otures result from rfechorgcoi
working of the resin melt,
if the temperotur. of the rear
zone is too high, brdgIng may
occur. resu"in in erwic feed
*it the tOlfipatlure of tho tear
zone Is too low. high torque loac
ceedbv the prtolyr melted
esin could cause the screw
to stiall thereby reducing the
plostcatlng cppacty of the
equipmet.
Ieciagn Speed
* Aowable rm speed Is dictated
by the Vmnoest channel trough
which the mofen won mTw pass
" A rough or rippled suratce ind
cotes On inappropriate lrgectxin
- was used, I surface
ppearaince is rough or frosty
inlection speed was too lost;
and conversey . a rippled sur-
face reets. the ijectcon speed
was too slow.
" Shot size. melt temprahure. ond
mold tempooturo re adtlonal
factors for consderaon.
15
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Pesin differs from Ite rdlng pVo-
cess wtthoift reintorcement in
)ree way%
1. injectIon Rote
The U'0Cbifn tote should be as
high as possible to produce the
smoomest possible suface, since
a poro molded al too low an
Onjecton rote will have a surface
wvth tough. gloss-Ach Oreas Lorger
gates may be recmired to achieve
the necessary rapid tngchon rote&
and a higher levei of mold venting
may be needed since o lost fill
tate has a tendency to tr)p air I
the mold does not have odeouote
venting, trapped air is ropocly
compressed to eitremely hNgh
pressure, producing localized
temperoies high enough to
scorch portions of the surface area
2. Inectlon Prftste ond
Pocko4A
Glo alber reinforced TEFZEL resin
should be irgection molded at
$elatvety high preSSFe in the
Pange of ISXO-20.000 psi/105 to
140 Nfo and pocked out of high
pressure until the mold gate is
completely *ozen (These condi-
tin4 (re utilik unewanlorced
TEFZEL" which Is irjectwon molded
at the lowell ProcticoI injection
pressure wdth 1tte or no packout)
in the fabrication of heav-walled
ports, too lOw a prew"re or nade-
quOte pockout may result in a
molded part wIth eIther o voId or
a pulpy core.
For glownfoeced TEFZEL in the
thickness range of 0 125 to 0.25 in/ 3
to 6 mm. mold stVir*oge ts
I to 3 mnls/in. or mm/m in the low
direcon and opprammately 25-
35 mit/in or mmn/m in the direction
tronomrse to the flow Transverse
shrnkoge which Is strongly WOLnu-
enced by mold caviy pressure.
con in some Instances. be reduced
40-aO% to 15 rrms/in or mm/rn by
use of loge gates, nozie, SrWU
bushingL and short runners to
'educe the injection pressure 010
from the cylinder to the mold cav-
ity Since the toy *lWeIKOnOt
nature of shrinkage in reinforced
materials con produce warpage.
close ottention shouid be paid
to proper part design and gate
location to minimie the itrlnk-
age effect
127
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Miscellany
Troublosiooting Guide
There ore marny vciables in the
weection molkang peocess wticth
affect pvoduct Qucty, The foaow-
-ng table ts a troubleshootng guide
whcl con be used to heAp deno
causes of specfic problems
it should be noted. however that
mnony WotrChon noxang probiems
are cornpounded by the interoc-
fion of mare than one valabie
The 5yrmtpoms of more senous
potierms tend to mask rrmanor ones
Thu. succesfuI trubleshXoting
may rewuire careful observaton.
and the tocklung of several prob-
lems in sequence.
Technsol assistance on extrusion
problems is available through yous
Du Pont repreentative
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Troubleshooting Guide
PROBLEM
SUGGESTED
REMIEDIES
_____ x x x ±1ix
________________~a x x x x x K X x
-- la rpcc X X
x x XX IX I
________ 
_______ x K K K X
p"W~f1w~
K x
XXX K
ra~ 1*- X XXr K~
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DU PON POLYMER PRODUCTS DEPARTMENT
MOLD INSPECTION AND REPAIR RECORD
%<Xr) NA"
PWR NU&ENDR(S)
CUS1OMEn~
MrrnYJMBER(s) ______________
FIRTS FOtLOWING MACHNES
SPECIAL SET-LP EQJIPMENT rQUIRED
MOLD SuE
x x
CATE WCENED
MNik (0.) A itm is O K for wld rurn MAvk (0) i Item rfu be "8g0ovd tesoke Vor0 mun C bno etnn@
MOLD COMMON
'7
/ DESCRI91
MAMMTNANCE
REQUESTED
DWSRIOE
MAINTENANCE
comptEIW
-_ 
- __________
k) / / ot4
1 ]
For more Infornation on Telon coatings: ()0O) 441-7515
Fax: (302) 36-602
DuPont
Tfwlonindustrial Coatings
Chestnut Run Plaza
P.O. Box 80702
Wiminington, DE 19890-0702
Europe
DuPont do Nernours (Belgium)
A. Spinoypirat 6
B-200 Macholen
Belgium
Tel.: 33-16-441188
FOX 33-15-441160
Pacific
DuPont Australia, Ltd.
264 CanertAuty Road
Bayewsr, Victoria 3153
Austrae
Tel.: 81-3-4721-617
Fe 61-3-972 1-690
Japan
DuPont K K. (T4r Finishes)
4th Moor, Chlyoda Honshe Building
6-18 Sarugaiw-cfto. 1-cdiom
Chyoda-ku, 1Toyo. 101 Japan
Tel.: 81-3-5281-686
Fax: 81-3-6291-68GO
Asia
DuPont Chins. Ltd.
Room 1122,
New worki 011o buildng
(East Vno
Salisbufy Road
Kovloon, Hong Kong
TW.: 862-2734-6459
Fax 852-236-3512
DuPont Korea
45th locr Asia Tower
972B Yeoksamn-dong, Kangnan-Itu
Seoul. Korea
.l: 82-2-222-635
Fax 82-2-222-6476
The infrmmion aest feth herins fisniohed free of charge
and is based on technical daI that DuPont baleles to be
reiable. tio intended for ue bpereons haw technical
ekil, at heir onn deelion -= rik. The
precaution infoenmsica contaiadehmi is gvren wbt the
endrstadsig that dhce using it whsatisfy thernweaves
hai their pelscular condbions of use present no health or
slyhazards. 0case, condisons of productuse are
eourconml. ee realmnoasiwentis. eprees or
implied, and aswime no liabity i connection wit any use
Sthis inflon .Asids anyrateuial.ivsaktion ony
cempoamdunderendus coWitions D to speciticetion
to ssontial, N a herein is to be taken as alicense to
operate under or a recoinewndsion to ifrge any
CAUTION; Do not use in medical applications irwoling
permenset irnplrtalion in the bren y. For other
madcaiappictions, es*1uPntM Cadion
34whervart, K-501M 2.
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C.4 Testing Splices
Tension Tests:
Prediction for Pull Tests (assuming room temperature)
Strength rating of wire:
Strand diameter:
Area:
Number or strands:
33,000 lb/in 2
0.004 in
?r (0.004/2)2 in 2
19
Max. weight per strand: [rating of wire] * [area of s
~0.415 lbs
Max. weight per wire: [Pounds per strand] * [19 strands]
=7.88 lbs
trand]
Therefore, the expected breaking weight for 26 AWG wire is 7.88 lbs.
Individual Pull Tests (at room temperature)
Test # Break Test # Break Test # Break Test # Break
point point point point
(Ibs) (Ibs) (Ibs) (Ibs)
1 8.5 14 9.3 27 9 40 8.1
2 8.1 15 9.1 28 8.9 41 8.4
3 8.5 16 8.6 29 9.1 42 8.7
4 8.7 17 8.5 30 8.8 43 9.1
5 9.2 18 9.1 31 9 44 9
6 9.4 19 9.1 32 8.7 45 8.9
7 8.7 20 9.2 33 8.6 46 8.8
8 8.5 21 9 34 8.9 47 9.1
9 9.2 22 9.5 35 8.9 48 9.2
10 9.2 23 8.8 36 9.3 49 9.5
11 9.7 24 8.9 37 8.7 50 9.3
12 9.1 25 9.5 38 8.8 - -
13 9 26 10 39 9.9 - -
Average: 9.0 lbs.
Standard dev.: 0.38 lbs.
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Tension Tests with Heat
set max actual weight
test ID: (F) max (F) lb insulation note:
weight applied 10
2/18 #1 575 700+ 5 bubbled min before test
destroyed getting
3/24 #1 620 750 2 bubbled splice out of mold
Observation: Wires break at high temperature even when tension is low.
Individual Bend Tests:
trial 1 trial 2 trial 3 aver.
standard
dev
0 Flexes 7.9 8.3 7.7 8.0 0.2
1 Flex 8.9 7.3 7.7 8.0 0.7
2 Flexes 9.2 9.2 8.3 8.9 0.4
3 Flexes 11.1 7.2 11.9 10.1 2.1
4 Flexes 8.7 8.2 9.3 8.7 0.4
Spark Tests:
Small, portable spark testers are available, such as from Clinton Instrument
(www.clintoninstrument.com, e.g. model HV-35). It should be noted that portable units have
lower maximum voltages than traditional spark testers. Experts should be consulted for the
appropriate testing voltage and time, based on the smallest gauge wire involved.
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